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Dorm life not as social as
expected, students say

' I.

)

Future

Living in a motel room was
not quite how UCF freshman
Diane Latham imagined her first
semester at college would be.
Latham and 54 other students
are living in an EconoLodge
motel because of residence hall
overcrowding.
After a day at school,
Latham, vice-president of the
"EconoLodge dorm," drives
back to the motel and passes
guests and tourists to arrive at
her dorm room. She worries
about the security of the motel
and said that most of the residents there are unhappy with
the living arrangements because
they feel they are not part of the
campus community.
Often, the students who do
manage to get a room on campus are also not happy with the
arrangements. Many students
who sign up for double rooms

arrive at the school and find the
double rooms converted into
triples. Others complain that
there is a lack of sociability
among the residents because of
a "closed-door policy" in the
dorms.
Although the dorm rooms
were each designed to house up
to two students, many have been
converted into permanent
triples, said Christy Hartzler,
assistant director in the depart""
ment of housing.
"The designed capacity [for
the residence halls] is 867 ,"she
said. "We have close to 900
[studentsl living. there now."
Hartzler added that the demand for housing is so great
that not everyone who wants
housing can be assigned fo a
residence hall. "We have been
working with the owner of the
EconoLodge to set up rom;ns
with two desks ... like a residence hall room," she added.
Students living in the
EconoLodge pay $230 more a

semester than those in the resj ..
dence halls who pay $1, 130 per
semester. They also have to provide their own transportation to
and from school. A waiting list
is filled with the names of
EconoLodge residents who
wish to move to an on-campus
location.
Amy McHargue, · a new·
freshman who feels lucky to get
a space in the residence halls,
complains that on-campus living is not quite what she expected either: "I thought it was
going to be like a family· - all
these girls living together like
sisters, but I only know about
two other people on the ffoor,"
she said. "It's not very friendly."
The UCF dorm rooms are
relatively large compared to
those in many other Florida state
colleges, and all UCF residents
get daily maid service. Many
freshmen, although pleased
with the luxury of the dorms,
see HOUSING, page 4

By KISHA DUNN
Staff Writer
"Different" was the
buzzword at the University of
Central Florida from Nov. 1-7
as the first annual Diversity
Week was celebrated on campus.
The celebration, entitled
Diversity '93: A Community
Celebration, was presented by
the UCF Diversity Task Force,
headed by Dr. Valarie King,
interim director of Minority
Student Services. Diversity
Week this year coincided with
the anniversary of the founding
of the task fore~, which was
appointed by UCF president
John Hitt to improve diversity
and the awareness of it on campus.

Activities
Diversity on campus was

celebrated through workshops,
speakers, a cultural fair and a
video conference. There was
an exhibit in the Administration Building of art done by
students of the Creative School
for Children, as well as a display of faculty publications and
cultural artifacts at the UCF library and bookstore.
In the University Dining
Room, everyone was encouraged to sample foods from different cultures and to get to
know someone new while having lunch. Each day, food from
a different culture was featured.

by the most people~ however,
was the Diversity Fair, which
was held on Nov. 3 on the Student Center Green. There were
performances by the UCF Jazz
Ensemble and a folk singer
among others. There were also
representatives from minority
and cultural organizations from
UCF as well as cultural organizations from the Orlando community. Delano Aranha, who
attended the fair thought that
the displays were good, butthere
should have been more organizations participating. "It wasn't
very big," he said.

Topics

Jane Elliot

Among the topics covered
during Diversity Week were
multi-culturalism, internationalism, sexual harassment, aging, racism and disabilities.
Many of the seminars were
w~ll-attended by all sectors of
thecampus. Theeventattended

The appearance of the fea- ~
tured speaker, Jane Elliot, who
is known for her "Blue Eyes,
Brown Eyes experiments in discrimination was cancelled due
to illness. Elliot's appearance
see DIVERSITY, page 3
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Habitat for
Humanity
New university system·
sets up ne~ vice chancellor to take
chapter
By ROSIBEL MONSERATE
Staff Writer
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Fair exposes students
to campus diversity
DIVERSITY, from page 1

over in January, 1994

was slated to be the biggest
event for the week. According to King, there are still efforts to bring Elliot to UCF in
the spring of next year.

formerly held by Dr. Roy
E. McTarhaghan, no~
president of Florida's newest university near Fort
Myers.
Spence's previous
Florida service came from
1980 until 1984, when he
was executive director of
the Florida Postseeondary ·
Education Planning Commission.
He left that position to
become vice president and
director of the Office of
EducationalPoliciesforthe
Southern Regional Education Board in Atlanta ..
From that post he became
te second-ranking administrator in the Georgia university system .
Spence, 48, has
earned a bachelor's degree
in history from the University of Rochester, his
master's in education from
the State Universityof'.New
York (SUNY)/Albany, and
his Ph.D, in higher education from SUNY/Buffalo.
Spence has published
numerous articles on issues
in higher education.

STAFF REPORT

UCF Habitat for Humanity
and Alpha Phi Omega perT ALLAHAS SEE formed 60 community service
Dr. David Spence, a former
hours for Habitat for Humanity
top-ranking Florida educaNov. 6.
tor currently serving as exFifteen UCF students hung
ecutive vice chancellor of
dry wall, attached insulation and
of the University System of
cleared surroundings of trash
Georgia, will become the
and overgrown vegetation at
numb.er-two person in the
Habitat's McFall site in downState University System of
town Orlando .
Florida January 1, 1994.
Jason Martin, of Alpha Phi
Spence, who was the
Omega, spent the morning atprincipal author of Florida's
taching insulation to the walls
first master plan for higher
of the house. He described his
education in 1982, will befirst Habitat experience as
come Florida's vice chan"itchy." He added that he had a
cellor
for
good time volunteering and
academicprograms and exwould volUnteer again for Habiecuti ve v_ice president of the
tat for Humanity.
State Univers.ity System of
. Tony Whitten, of UCF
Florida.
Habitat for Humanity, hung dry
"Dave Spence is one of
wall in part of the house.
the most experienced pro"Things went a lot smoother
fessionals in higher educathan we thought they would,"
tion in America," said Dr.
he said.
Charle~ B. Reed, ChancelUCF students and organilor of the State University
zations are an enormous reSystem of Florida. "We're
source to Habitat for Humanlucky to have him back."
ity. "College students have the
Spence has served in
most energy," Mariana
his current position since
Loboguerrero, of Habitat, said.
1987. He assumes the post
"They make up a large portion
of our volunteer base."
Habitat for Humanity gives
volunteers the satisfaction of ..--~------------------
helping the community. "The
people [who will live in the
house] were there," Martin said.
"It's a rewarding experience to
see who it's going to."
Volunteers work with the
future homeowners to build the
houses.
Habitat for Humanity pro·rr. :
vides low income families with
the opportunity to own their
own homes. Families invest
500 volunteer hours as a down
payment and pay for the balance through a no-interest 20Allstate has car insurance discounts
year mortgage. Volunteer lathat can help save you money .
bor and donated materials keep
Which discounts do you qualify for?
building costs low.
Give us a call to find out.
Habitat for Humanity needs
volunteers. Volunteers are
You're in good hands.
needed every Saturday to work
.li/J:..u !11s11ra11t:t C:ompa11;·. 1\'111111/JrouA. Jlii1111i;
on Habitat sites from 8:30 a.m.
.~ubj~·.:! 111wli/it.ufi1i1:.\ mu! inc,;! ui,,·,1ifa/Jilify.

Movies
There were. two movies
featured during Diversity
Week-Spike Lee's Do the
Right Thing, and Malcom X.
King thought_the first diversity week was a success.
"We got an overwhelming response from the campus

Minor problem
The only problem the
week had, according to King
was that it was held during
registration. "Many people.
who would have come out to
the events were busy with registration. Next year we will
make sure that it's not held
during a week where everybody is occupied."

WANTED:

_

Unloved, wr~cked junk cars~
trucks, jeeps and vans, 1983

j

I

and newer.

I

l

657-7698

Licensed, A ward Winning ·
Female Artist
DEANA LIPPENS
j

I

Individual expression with
. a lifetime guarantee

Fine Line Designs, Freehand or Cover-ups
- We Accept Mastercard and Visa Credit Cards!
14180 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32826
281-1228 .
Mon-Sat 12-8

I· • Discount
wit ·this ad &
student I.D.

TIBBITTS
AUIOMOTIVE CARE
•:,,~=,=Bil

We h·ave discounts
to help you drive down
the cost of car insurance

Years in Orlando·

•

.. -:.::;.·.::····

Guara11teed

Allstates

671-7000
6400 University Blvd.
365-3085
2981 Alafaya Trail

t!I

to 2 p.m. For more information
almart Shopping Center
on Habitat for Humanity, call 10639 E. Colonial Dr.
823-2611.
{407j 658-1023

community. We did not receiyeone 'no' from anyone on
campus regarding Diversity
Week," she said.

Wes Maillard
Senior Account Agent
Carolyn Maillard
Licensed Associate

\....

----------··---------------------------

All Major Credit Cards &
Persona] Checks Accented

_,;

FREE CELLl!LAR : PHONE ! ! !
.

.

.

~

IT'S NOT A LIE!

Get a FREE. Cellular Phone \\-ith ne_w senice activation. Get a Handheld
or Car-to-car Phone. your :hoi·~e~ 1 year warran~. Just call Cellular Systems of Central norida, Inc.
at 850-0166 and we'll ans\ver any of your questions. No Obligation . Some Restrictions Apply.

When you think of

COi\~J E~\1E;\c:CE

and SEClfRin·T, think of Cellular!
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Housing arrangements
'unfriendly' say residents
Housing, from page l

New complex raises security questions
By KATIE JONES
Staff Writer

The new residence hall to build several more residence
complex has been started by hall complexes, including a
Greek Row. Over 700 spaces high-rise complex to be built
will be available for students, in 1997. By the year 2000,
but residents with seniority will UCF should have an additional
get first priority. The new dorms 4,069 students, an increase of
will be "apartment sty le,!' con- 11 percent, living on campus.
taining four single bedrooms, a That number is slightly lower
kitchen, two bathrooms and a than the projected state in. living area. The dorms will be crease average of 15 percent.
Nani Sadowski, executive
completed by fall 1994, with
some completed as early as for the Resident Hall Associaspring 1994, with hopes of mov- tion, said she thinks more
ing the residents out of the friendships will be made in
the new dorms because of the
EconoLodge dorm.
The complex willcostabout shared living space.
"I think that the new dorms
$24 million dollars, with $10.4
will
be better socially because
million for construction and
$13 .6 million for related costs, it's more like you will be livsuch as professional fees, sur- ing in a home instead of a
dorm. People here put so much
. veys and furniture.
ln addition to the apartment- emphasis on academics, and
style dorms to be completed in they forget how important
1994, the department of hous- strong social relationships
ing and residence life has plans are," she said.

your room to go down the hall
to
the bathroom and you meet a
say that the sense of family they
UCF is trying to build adexpected when they entered the lot of people that way."
ditional
housing for students,
Pottmeyer added that the
residence halls is non-existent.
and as many parents are worNani Sadowski, a junior resident assistants encourage
ried about the safety of onwho .has lived in the residence sociability among the students
and
off-campus housing, the
halls since she entered UCF in who are living on campus. "Evissue of security for the new
fall 1991, said she doesn't feel erybody keeps eheir doors open
dorms
comes into play. The
a sense of friendship among the here," he said. "The RAs often
housing policy statement for
hold get-t~gethers for residents
residents.
UCF
reads, "As safety ques"You feel isolated, kind of in the lounge area. Sometimes
tions
increase,
the issue of adlike you are trapped in this little they order a pizza and watch
equate on-campus housing
box," she explained. "Every- moviesonthe VCR."Pottmeyer
may further retard the quality
thing is in your room. You don't also explained that there is an
growth
of' this institution."
feel like the whole hall is your outside door to each dorm which
Michael Rosignol, direcrequires a key and each. indihome."
tor
of
the Student Escort PaSadowski, executive vice- vidual room has its ow~ key for
trol Service, said more escorts
president for the Residence Hat I added security.
will hopefully be hired to acThe UCF dorms also reAssociation, added, "I noticed
commodate
the students livthat at other universities like quire an outside key to enter the .
ing in a new resi~ence halls on
the University of Florida, the building and the residents all
the
north side of campus, if
University of South Florida and have separate keys to their own
budget negotiations work out.
the University of South Carosee Housirig, page 5
lina, the residents leave their
doors open so people can stop
in. Everybody tends to meet
everybody else. We have to keep
our doors closed and locked
here."
Dr. Christopher McCray,
.
.
director of student housing at
UCF, explains that the closeddoor policy is designed to keep
the-residents safer. "Who knows
.
who is going to be roaming
around the hallways,",he said.
"It's better to have two barriers,
two 1ocked doors to keep people
AFEW
out."
Other schools have comQUIT TIPS
LEAVE THE PACK BEHIND
bated the sociability problem
• Hide all ashtrays, matches, etc.
that comes from tight security
ON NOVEMBER 18 !
• Lay in a supply of sugarless gum,
by changing the sty le of the
carot sticks, etc.
Join the Great American Smokeout on November 18.
dormitories and the style ofliv• Drink lots of liquids, pul pass up
Millions of smokers.across the country will take a break and try
mg.
coffee and alcohol.
not to smoke for 24 hours. How about you? Or,, if
Charlie Sultan, a junior at
• Tell everyone you're quitting for
you -don't smoke, adobt a smoker for the day and promise to
the day.
the University of PennsylvaAMERICAN
':/CANCER
• When the urge to smoke hits, take
help that friend get through the day wi~hout a cigarette!
nia, said interaction between
'SOCIETY"
a deep breath, hold it for I0 seconds,
students is the prime concern of
and
relase it slowly.
the dorms at the University of
•Exercise to relieve·the tension.
Pennsylvania.
Stop by the UCF Green Wed., Nov.
. "The freshman are housed
in a 'quad,' which is eight inter17, from 11-1 p.m. and Thurs
~~~..:h
· ' Nov. Ir------~-.---.t ,~ ";;, f.· " r.1 ·-"" l~ ·1 ..,. -.-.·~ 7 -:q
connected buildings with en7
18, from 11-2 p.m.! .
'~ l~tA-~fr l'J~t'flilt.~tii.11tlilAJ
closed walkways that surrounds
~H •-"· ,,..,, !>-rr-~ r~"f ,~-/r""'"-~ ~~,··~ ~ -'&"·""' ~
1
I
~---~
f:,
~{,_.\r<, . ·•;/,r / ;- p,,.-'·'f_•~.
"~1..._f.1';.'J
a grass field. Students are en- I
. t;?;fl ~#fifbfit:·,\JY f.J
I
couraged to keep their doors
I
I
open because there is a .great•
FREE
food.
and
dri'nks!
I
I
Adoption
Papers
deal of security to enterthe com- ·
I I,
, will do all that is within my power
pound," he said.
• FREE S.O.S. kits!
I
lo
help
you,
, not to smoke during the
I
Sultan added that residents
I
· .Gre~t Americ~n Smokeout. On my honor and as part of my
I
• Games and prizes galore!
are encouraged to eat together,
bar.gm, I prom1s_e to do :the follwoing to accomplish our goal: I
I
join intramural sports teams
Pna~e you for having the willpower to give up nicotine for a day
I
Ashtray toss
I •• Reassure
you that there are still only 24 hours in a day
together and trust each other.
I • Help you remember your commitment to not smoke
I
Matchbook jar
"In the business world, team•Bribe you with food, money, and/or timeshare vacation~
I
I
work is important. [The Uni•Be there when you need me
I
"Top Five Reasons to
I
versity of Pennsylvania] recogI
I
You, - - - - -.. . . on your part, will make it through
nizes that and tries to teach the
Stop Smoking" ·
the
day
if
you:
I
I
residents to work together-and
• Hide your cigarettes. ashtrays. lighters and matches
I
create interpersonal relation•Tell your firends you have been adopted and will not smoke during the
I Great
I
American Smokeout
ships," he added.
• Call me when you feel you can't resist the desire to smoke
I
I
Ollie Pottmeyer, a senior at
• Refrain from visiting smoke filled rooms
I •Remember
I
Carnegie Mellon University in
that today, you are leaving the pack behind
Turn in your cigarettes or
I
I
Pittsburgh, Penn., said that resiI I will do whaL it takes to help my friend leave the pack behind:
chewing tobacco for a
I
dence hall living is a priority at
I
Signed
Date - - - - - - CMU also. "Most freshman live
GRAND PRIZE drawing!
1 I promise not to smoke during the Great American Smokcout:
in the dorm~ wi.th community
I
Signed
Date
bathrooms. You hav~ to leave

JOIN THE GREAT
AMERICAN SMOKEOUT'.
'

'ADOPT A
SMOKER

I
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Do you think you are
getting your money's
worth at UCF?
"Y_
es. You have to go
out and do things to get
your money's worth though.
If you use recreational, legal, and
health ser- - - - - - vices, arid
o t h e r
things like
those,
then you "'""------'.;.;.;.;;..;.;.
are getting your money's
worth."·
Jessica Brooks
Environmental
Engineering
"As a transfer student
from out of state, I'm paying four times as much as
residents. No one has explained .to me why this is.
UCF is competitive as far
as quality of education
goes, though."
Alexander Smith
Engineering
"This is only my first
semester, but yes. I'm joining things now, but I think it
helps if you're on campus.
I'm not on campus now, but
I think in future years I will

be."
Rebecca Zelman
Biology
"Class-wise I'm definitely satis- .---------.
tied. But we
· ":'

~i;:~!~~~~ _; :A~':
4

Bobbie Richards
English Education
"Yeah, I do. J like my
classes and the professors.
I have no complaints so far.
This is my third semester
here. I don't use the facilities
much , but class-wise, I'm
satisfied."
Uymarys Dominquez
Biology
·"we pay money to look
for parking for half an hour
every day . . - - - - - - 8 es ides
that, we're a
pretty cheap
school com___.
pared
to ....___
most. My

___

Closed-door dorm policy
cause of security concerns

•

HOUSING, from page 4
rooms.
UCF does not have the same
so.rt of crime problem faced by
schools in larger cities, but still
experiences some campus
crimes, said Jose McLaughlin,
an officer with the UCF Police
Department Crime Prevention
Unit.
McLoughlin compiled a I ist
of the crimes committed in the
residence halls for 1991-93.
There were 146 crimes committed, with 26 harassing phone
calls, 22 petit thefts and 19 burglaries. There were no murders,
but a stalking was reported.
Residence Assistants take
these numbers into account
when they plan some activities
to shock students into being
more careful about security in
the dorms.
Angela Drysdale, a junior
in 1991, remembers the day she
learned the importance of campus security. She slumped down
in her chair and gossiped about
the day's events with her two
roommates. It was late afternoon in Orange Hall, and the
three women had just returned
from a full day of classes.
Drysdale got up to look out the
window when the door to her
dorm room opened and a man

walked into the room. The
women turned around and
watched him place a piece of
paper on Drysdale's desk before he walked out.
Shocked at the appearance
of a stranger in the r·oom,
Drysdale walked over to the
paper and read it aloud to her
roommates. "You have just been raped," she read. The paper had
been a "gift" from the RAs,
who were showing how easy it
is for someone to walk into an
unlocked dorm room unannounced and in broad daylight.
Some residents, although
pleased with the security in the
residence halls feel that closed
doors may hinder the social relationships between the residents.
McHargue ·said that the .
closed-door policy is good "for
security reasons," but admitted
that it may also be the cause for
the unfriendly atmosphere felt
in the dorms.
Gina Esposito, McHargue' s
suitemate, said that she expected
more of a social atmosphere
when she entered college. "I
thought the doors would be
propped open, people in the
hallways and everybody talking," she said. "It's just not like
that."

friend at the University
of Miami pays like $1 oo
per credit hour. I'm an
English major, and they
don't offer anything in
English that I want to
take. There needs to
be more. variety."
Ray Timmons
English Lit.
"Tuition-wise, it's
a good deal. As far as
the extras go, it's not.
The school doesn't do
enough with the extras
like health and recre-

Gift Wrap Your Memories.
Your family photographs are too special to be tucked away in some
album. They're meant to be shared with others. And there's no
better way than with a color photo calendar from Kinko' s.

j--10%0FFCU~OMaLENDARS--i
I
I

I

Bring in your favorite original photos, graphics, or designs into the
Kinko~s listed and receive 10% off custom calendars. We cannot
reproduce copyrighted photos. One coupon per customer. Not valid
with other offers. Good through 12/31 /93.
·

I
I

:
branch office J

kinl·g~•se
ft .

open 24 hours.
658-9518
I 12215 University Blvd.
~~Aero~ from uc~ __Your

:

I

I

I. Tan-Fastique
i
·Wolff system tanning at

Tanning Salon ·
team."
Mike Menahem
Business
Administration
Compiled by Stephanie Copes

SEPS
changes
hours
The Student Escort
Patrol Service (SEPS)
has changed its working hours in order to
accomodate for the earlier nightfall at this'time
of the year.
SEPS began offering its services starting
at 6:30 p.m., instead of
7 p.m., and extending
until 12:30 a.m.
Operational hours
will also be extended
during exams week
from 6:30 p.m. until library closing time at 1
a.m.
The change m
hours, says Michael
Rosignol, director of
SEPS, is in response to
security
concerns
voiced by UCF students.

10 Visits for $25.00
(sign up a friend and get 2 visits free)
We also do:
• Acrylic Nails
• Infra-Slim Body Wrap

282•6042

Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. 6 p.m.
Licensed & Certified #T-50-93

Massage Therapist #MA 0011430

·lllfll,11
RO/JiDWA Y PACKAGE SYSTEM
Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer.

Roadway Package Sysyem.,
a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages·
within the terminal.
Work shifts available:

2a1n° 6:30 am .
' . ..• i -

~

Apply to: Roadway Package System
3001 Old Winter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715
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Toy Scouts search for a
different kind of reality

News Bits
ICISS

Beach walk

0 If you are finding yourself having trouble with
Math, Physics, Chemistry,
Physical Science or Biology,
then ICISS may be what you
need. ICISS stands for In- _
tegrated Comprehensive Instructional Support System.
Its goal is to help tutor students in these courses on the
computer. Beginning with
the Spring 1994 term, ICISS
will be available on theLAN
system at UCF. Thirteen basic courses will be covered.
For more information call
Luc Zio or Earl Wade at 8235119.

0 The Florida Trail Association invites you to join
themona IO mile Beach Walk
on Canaveral National Seashore. Discover miles of undeveloped barrier island preserving the pristine beach,
dune marsh and lagoon habitats for a varienty of wildlife.
The hike will be at 9 a.m. on
Sat., Nov. 27 and hikers will
meet at State Road A 1A, in
the Northmost Parking area
of Playalinda Beach. For details call 27 5-8507.

WUCF needs volunteers
OThe 89.9 news team is
looking for volunteers to
write, report, interview and
anchor the Monday-Friday
news broadcast on WUCFFM. The campus station will
be expanding to 40,000 watts
and is looking for people to
be a part of the transition. If
you 're interested, stop by the
station or call 823-2444 between 2-7 p.m. and ask for
News Director Trace Trylko.

By STEPHANIE COPES
Staff Writer
A small group ofUCF students have s'een the future and
it is virtual. This small group
forms a club known as the Virtual Reality Reasearch Team
(or Toy Scouts) which has dived
headlong into the world of virtual reality technology~ allowing members to gain experience ·in the field hands-on.
"We are currently improving the quality of virtual reality
games currently being designed
and upgrading existing ones,"
said Dan Mapes, a qiember of
the Toy Scouts. "We. would
like to get into-virtual reality
educational software in the future. Right now, [with finals]
we're not working on anything
new, but we' re al ways trying to
bring new members in."
Most of Toy Scouts' members are computer science majors at UCF, but the club is
currently recruiting members
from nearby University High
School. One club member is
mentoring a class at UHS, help.ing students learn things like
C-language and how to design

Business workshops
D The Small Buisness
DevelopmentCenter(SBDC)
in the College of Business
Administration at UCF offers
workshops designated for
small business owners to enhance their operational proficiency. Advance registration
is required for all of the programs, as seating is limted.
Register and pay by the Tuesday before each program and
receive a $10 discount. For
information on the coarses offered call 823-5554 ..
Compiled by JILL QUINZI

virtual reality worlds.
Most recently, Toy Scouts
held a major demonstration of
virtual reality games for the
major entertainment industries
in Florida, including Nickelodeon, Universal Studios,
MGM and Viacom. Mapes said
Toy Scouts would like to hold
more demonstrations of this
kind in the future.
Also in the future for T.oy
Scouts are plans for a virtual
academy. This would include a
group of key universities that
would form groups like Toy
Scouts, and then form a network together in a cyberspace

environment. While Toy Scouts
works on projects as a group,
members are free to work on
independent projects as well.
In fact, Mapes says, the students who do the best work are
the ones who have their own
ideas. And those ideas could be
the key to future employment
in the virtual reality field.
"Students here are building
skills that could help them find
jobs in virtual reality later in
life," said Mapes, "and they' re
having fun while they're doing
it."
Who could ask for more
than that?

________ _
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"A Leisure Resource Companv"

.F uton ·~hoppers
Buy From Our F~ctory and .Save! ·.·:~

UNITED PARCEL.
SERVICE

. ... .

· From $99 Full ·size

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE is looking for people to
help drivers de~iver packages in the Central Florida area
during the Christmas holiday.
• Work is extremely physical,
public.

ou~doors

and deals with the

Fut.on cover was $79, now $39!
Futon Furniture Factory
954 Altamonte Springs Dr.
767- 6455

2900 W. Airport Blvd.
Sanford 323-6002

University

• Hours will vary with the work load, approximately 3 to 8
hours a day.

(M@bil)
WELCOMES

• Must meet UPS appearance standards.

BAck

STudENTS

WiTl-I A 10% UCF DiscouNT
University Mobil is a complete auto
service center. From electrical, air
conditioning and computer systems
to fuel injection, brakes and batteries,
University Mobil can help.
Domestic & Import autos serviced.
University Mobil
677-7988

• Pay rate $8.00 an hour.
Positions are limited, so contact the career resource ·center
today for an interview appointment.

Comer of University and Goldenrod

Your one stop, complete
auto service center.

Equal Opportunity Employer

M/F
-
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· Campus Action for Animals goes
after UC F's feline population
•

O CAA traps
U~F's stray cats
and finds them
adoptive homes
or shelters .

•

By STEPHANIE COPES
Staff Writer

•
•

•

As anyone who has been on
campus lately can see, UCF is
. overrun with stray cats. Some
of these cats have roamed wild
on campus for years and have
had, and continue to have, litters of kittens that grow up on
this campus to produce kittens
themselves, thus increasing an
~!ready large population.
When a population of stray
animals on a public campus gets
this large, something obviously
has to be done. The cats need
help and so does the campus.
Fortunately, UCF's stray cats
have a friend looking out for
their best interests and their
lives.

CAA's beginnings

•

Campus Action for Animals was started seven years
ago as a student response to the
problem of stray cats on campus and has acted as the cats'
guardian ever since.
"The club was originally
started because UCF administration had worked out a deal
with Animal Control to capture
and kill the cats," said Todd
Harrison, CAA' s current president. "Two former students,
Heather Hardin and Cathy Law,
along with others, were outraged by this and sent out peti-

tions for students to sign saying
they were against it. There was
BIG student response opposing
the deal with Animal Control.
CAA was then formed to offer
an alternative-to capture the
cats and find them homes. Administration cancelled the Animal Control contract."

Cat rescue program
The cat rescue program still
forms the basis of CAA' s' operations. The program, currently headed by CAA vicepresident Chip Steele, captures
cats usi~g a humane trap that
won't hurt the animals. CAA
members go out late at night
when the cats are most likely to
be roaming and try to lure one
into the trap. Once they have
the cat - the trap allows them
to capture only one cat at a time
- they bring it to a local veterinarian who works with the
group and will take a cat on a
moment's notice to be spayed
or neutered. After the cat has
recovered) it is housed in a local
home until a suitable permanent home can be found for it.
The club has held adoption days,
run ads and shown cats on campus as well.

I. .

Don't dump cats .
· "Most cats on campus got
here either because they were
dumped here or they're children of cats who were dumped
here," Harrison said. "There is
no way we can deal with every
animal on campus, and the more
there are, the harder it is to help
any. Recently, a man was spotted leaving a box of 12 kittens
on campus. That kind of thing
just adds to. the problem. It's
against the law to dump an ani- ·
mal anywhere and CAA discourages it strongly."
"Ourprogramhas been very
successful so far," Harrison
said. "Our members are active
in helping the cats and administration seems happy with the
results. They know that what .
we're doing is in the best interest of students, the university
and by far, the animals."

Off-campus cases
Since its inception, CAA
has placed 280 cats, with three
cats placed so far this year. The
group has set a goal of capturing one cat every two weeks.
. While the group has t~en
off-campus cases involving
placing cats _in homes in the
past, the large number of cats
on campus needing their attention prevents them from doing
so any longer. While Harrison
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•
•

will give people advice on what
to do with their cats, he stresses
that he will not take a cat off
someone's hands.
Harrison also wants to discourage people from dumping
unwanted cats on campus.
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Strictly
Conjidentia/1
At Llfe File, a walk-in laboratory
testing center, you can get a full range
of HN and immune status blood tests
with or without a doctor's orders.
No appointment is needed. You're on
your way in about 10 minutes. And
because our prices are so reasonable,
you can afford to keep better track of
your health. Plus, you get test results
and explanations that make sense.
Stop by Llfe File, where laboratory
testing is quick, converuent,
accurate, affordable, and, of course,
strictly confidential

Send or Deliver Manuscripts and a
Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope To:
A Walk·ln Laboratory
Testing Center
7113 University Blvd.,
Wmter Park, FL 32792
(407) 678-7118

Fax (407) 678-8988

The Cypress Dome
Dept. of English (HFA 301)
University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816
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NAFTA: The .past
questions its·
future success
Today the House of Representatives will decide
whether or not to ratify the North American Free Trade
Agreement. Last Sunday on "Face the Nation," VicePresident Gore confidently predicted that the Clinton
Administration will have garnered enough votes from
the undecided Representatives (by hook or crook) to pass
NAFTA, perhaps the most heated debate to rage in
Congress and the United States since the Persian Gulf
War.
President Clinton, in addition to cutting distrid-benefiting deals with undecided Democrats, has gone so far
as to say that he.will defend
Republican representative who gets attacked by an anti-NAFTA Democratic
candidate in the '94 elections. Once again, the ·Clinton
administration is putting themselves on the line, and it
looks like their efforts will prove successful. Unless
enough undecided House Democrats follow the lead of
House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt, it looks like
NAFTA will indeed be ratified today.
On the surface, the debate doesn't seem to have the
appearance of a fair fight, pitting Ross Perot and the
Teamsters versus all living ex-Presidents and every
Nobel Prize-winning economist. However, the antiNAFTA argument has the wisdom of prior experience,
· W~II barbeque my hamhocks !
which more than makes up for intellectual speculation
It's the third Wednesday of the
(we don't know . for certain what will happen when
month, and I think you know
NAFTA passes). Free trade with Mexico certainly hasn't
what that means.
helped the American worker in the recent past, and unless
It means gross displays of pubyou'redefi~ition of progress is the creation of two $4.50lic affection. It means finding
an-hour jobs for every $9.00-an-hour job that goes south
, love without .the help of Chuck
of the border (something that pro-NAFTA advocates
Woolery or Captain Steuben. It
neglect to mention when they talk about how many jobs
me~s scampering over to that
will be created because of free trade).
special someone who gives you a sweet love hangover,
Two recent documentaries, Michael Moore's Roger looking deeply into their eyes and saying "Come here,
and Me, and Bill Moyer's Minimum Wage, question ya big lug," then watching them give you the big ol' bear
many of the arguments put forth by NAFTA supporters hug you no doubt need and deserve.
by simply showing what industry migration has done to
Yes, that's right buttnuzzle, today is Big Lug Day.
two communities: Flint, Mich. and Milwaukee, Wis.
Well, it would have been Big Lug Day if you ultraRoger and Me documented fom1er GM workers conservative dunderheads had used the brains God gave
whose jobs went to Mexico. Men who had once as- you by voting Lazy Bastard instead of Ballcap. But alas,
sembled cars were now assembling chicken fajitas at some of you Golden Knights aren't ready for Big Lug
Taco Bell, if they were employed at all. "Minimum Day, or the banning of cars and the substitution of
Wage" documented· what happened when Briggs and miniature golf courses for parking lots, and the legalizaStratton moved its plants to Mexico. The thesis of tion of sodomy around the Reflecting Pond and the
Minimum Wage was that while jobs were being created creation of cubicles on the Fifth Floor of the Library for
as a result of trade with Mexico, the jobs qeing created masturbatory purposes, and the sixkajillion other changes
were in the unrewarding fields of country club security President Frog and Vice-President Yours Truly would
guard or toll booth operator-dead-end minimum wage have implemented if enougb of you so-called Americans
jobs with little or no benefits.
had the testicular fortitude to just give us a chance.
No one can, with any c:omfortable amount of cerBut no. All that is too "weird" for you, djttohead; you
tainty, predict what will happen ifNAFTA passes today. associate any creative act or idea with hardcore drug
All we have to go by is what has happened so far, which abuse. You 're fond of saying "It was Adam and Eve, not
certainly hasn't been good for anybody, with the notable Adam and Steve." You want us to bel_ieve that you don't
exception of corporation stockholders. While the Clinton masturbate.
administration has promised "retraining" for those left
You, Golden Knight, are one sexually repr~ssed/
unemployed when their jobs go to Mexico, the reality of oppressed jim-jim, which explains why we both need,
the situation will make it hard for them to live up to that and will never get, a Big Lug Day on this campus in this
promise. Indeed, the money allocated now for "retrain- lifetime.
ing" will leave many forever obsolete in this new world
Nonetheless, it doesn't mean that we can't try to
celebrate this festive occasion anyway. The Man can't
order.

any
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It's Big Lug Day you lazy bastard!
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bust our hugging. If we want to hug, then, gosh darn it all
to heck, were gonna hug.
And how! Today, I want all of.you to celebrate Big Lug
bay with all of the style and elan that I know you are
capableof.HUGASTRANGERTODAY.lt'seasy,and
it's fun.
By celebrating Big Lug Day, you could also be
showing a different kind of school spirit. Maybe we
could measure school spirit in terms of the number ofBig
Lugs you've hugged instead of how much money you've
spent on UCF Merchandise i:narked-up 6.02 x 10 to the
23rd power percent. The possibilities are endless. You'll
be glad you did.
.
Unfortunately, I won't be able to partake in the festivi- .
ties. I will be working at Your Used Textbook Headquarters, COLLEGE BOOK AND SlWPLY, which is located at 12209 University Blvd., in University Shoppes.
If you'reaBig Lug (and I know you are), then you'll love
COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY.
But that doesn't mean that I won't try to hug some
sweet little Scantron-buying diva who looks like she
needs a loving embrace from a modest young textbook
salesman like myself. After all, Big Lug Day only comes
once a month, you know.
Well, I guess that's all for this week. Let me conclude
this hellish bout with writer's block by extending a big,
fat, gratuitous "hello" to the following wonderful people:
Craig (putz), Justin (arrrrrr), Stephanie, Tracy and last
but not least mi amiga (that's Spanish for "my friend")
Melissa. I DO NOT LOOK LIKE THAT SMASHING
PUMPKINS GUY.
You can stop reading now.
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Abortion is killing babies and sterilizing America
Abortion is morally wrong. Roe v. Wade made it
a woman's legal "right" to have an abortion. I would
question any decision that makes it a right to murder
your own child, especially in the United States of
America - where our children pledge "One nation
under God" and the currency reads "In God we trust."
If you argue I'm not a woman and don't understand
the nature of an "accident" or unwanted
pregnancy ... more like unwanted baby, then read the
words of Karen Sullivan Ables:
"What I have to say about the subject (abortion)
is valid since I had one in 1980 ...
'I killed my baby!"'
Karen Ables' words are quotes from a letter in the
July 3, 1991 igsue of the Future. Ip her letter, she
mentioned the aftermaths of "psychological problems" and "suicidal depression" brought on by her
decision.
Karen received standard "counseling" from
Planned Parenthood. This counseling included prejudicial information on the "advan~ages" of abortion.
According to Karen, they never explained the options
of adoption or single-parenting, and they called her
baby a "blob of tissue". Frighteningly enough, she
had a routine, standard and legal, s~ction abortion.
This is not a desperate woman having an illega1,doset
abortion under aid. of a quack doctor and ignorant
friend. This is an abortion performed by a surgeon
who has vowed, through the Hippocratic Oath, to
devote his life to saving lives and recommended by an
unethical counselor who deliberately sells abortion
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over other viable options, such as adoption and singleparenting.
People are denied proper counseling and aided in
turning their babies into "chunks of flesh. mixed with
blood," as happened to Karen's unnamed child, every day
at Planned Parenthood centers. These centers receive
federal aid to finance their genocide, under guise of government health care to the poor and pregnancy counseling
services. Planned Parenthood has located its slaughterhouses (abortion clinics) on high school campuses, and are
presently attempting to increase both their presence in
schools and their_federal funding sources.
Abortion is murder - the taking of a human 1.ife.
According to science, human life begins developing imrnediately· after fertilization, in the form of a zygote which
ev~ntually becomes a fetus. By ending the life of an unborn
child we manage to end life before the victim fully experi· e!lces it; from the youngest victims, we might steal even the
realization of existence. What stunning modem technology
that we can end lives even in the womb.
Pro-abortionists argue human lifo does not begin until
consciousness is fully realized and that abortion of a fen.ls
(during the first half of pregnancy) is just the killing of an
animal. However,considerthatahumanfetuswilldevelop
into a baby as surely as a hen egg_will hatch a chicken. Ali
this argument proves, if consciousness determines the be-

ginning of life, is that abortion squelches potential,
precious life without the consent of the yet-to-exist
victim. Lastly, the argument of life beginning at consciousness is weak, since such a theory is beyond the
realm of physical evidence; human awareness is hard to
define and impossible to measure, like all conceptual
ideals.
Advocates of human genocide euphemistically call
abortion "terminating a pregnancy." They support this
"right" by manipulating individual rights - claiming it
is an issue of controlling one's own body, and comparing
the unborn child to an invasive disease. Many abortionistsclaim women aren'tready financially oremotiona1ly
to raise a child.
lt's not a question of a woman's right to her body
.. becausenobodyhastherighttokillanotherhumanbeing.
It's a question of life or death. If a man kills his wife to
have privacy in his home, it is murder, and this is what a
woman does to her child - supposedly for privacy whenshehasanabortion. Wh~tanobviousshamtocover
up the truth. Let's abort Planned Parenthood.
Every citizen and taxpayer has the right to protest the
use of federal dollars for abortion. Make a difference.
Save some lives? Write and call your political representatives to_end government-sanctioned murder.
If taxpayers were asked if they wished to divert their
share of abortion taxes to other causes or not, and only
abortionists chose to keep their share for murder, then
funding would be re(Juced by up to 60 percent. That's
assuming these abortionists will put their pockets where
their mouths are!
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NOW's arguments against free condoms ,flawed
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at the Health Center, far cheaper then any commercial
pharmacy in the city. I guess NOW is either ignorant of
this or does not consider this action enough.
.......
Also, let's examine some fundamental differences
between condoms and birth control pills. Condoms are
asinine. Well, I saw my chance
nothing more then a thin piece of latex which cost ·1ess
engage in unprotected sex, an action such as charging for
last week and now I &hall take
then
two cents to manufacture. Birth control pills, howcondoms would only increase the number of people in the
advantage of it.
UCF community having unprotected sex. Obviously, ever, prevent pregnancy by raising the estrogen level in
The UCF: chapter of NOW condoms protect both men and women. Charging for the female's body- a chemical process. If anything, the
apparently feels that the Health Center is engaging in condoms would endanger both sexes alike.
Health Center discriminates against men because it has
sexual discrimination because it gives away free ·
no
plans to subsidize a male form of the birth control pill,
Using the above information, two conclusions can logicondoms but does not dispense free birth control pills. cally be reached:
pending FDA approval.
This is discrirriination, it claims, because condoms are D NOW doe_sn't care that the number of students at this
I criticize NOW not because I hate women, but rather
a male-oriented form of birth control, while birth university with AIDS would increase if its agenda was because I feel their actions, in this case especially, are not
control pills are a female-oriented. So, NOW con- accomplished, or
in th~ir best interests. I should point outthat I am not alone
cludes, ifthe Health Center would charge for condoms, D the group, in its left-wing feminist zeal, did not think in my views, and many women at UCF make it a point to
it could subsidize the price of birth control pills, thus through the consequences of its actions.
distance themselves from NOW.
creating equality between the sexes ..
I very much hope Jessica Pinkman, the president of
I cannot think of any other group in the nation that wants
There are so many flaws in this argument I'm not to limit adult access to condoms (except the Catholic UCF' s NOW chapter, reads this and reconsiders her
entirely sure where to begin. First, to equate condoms church,_ which opposes all forms of birth control - but it position. The primary reason condoms are given away
with birth control pills is like saying a .22 caliber also equally advocates abstinence outside of marriage). free is that they prevent the spread of disease and to try
handgun and an AK-4 7 are the same thing because Thousands of other groups throughout the United States and and make sexual discrimination an issue serves absothey are both guns. NOW failed to realize the duel the world distribute free condoms. I suppose they are all lutely no purpose. I could go on and on about how insane
purpose of condoms: the prevention of pregnancy engaged in a giant conspiracy to discriminate against women. most of NOW' s agenda is, but I think this example has
AND the prevention of sexually transmitted diseases.
I should also point out that the Health Center does sufficiently illustrated the incredibly narrow thinking
Since such a high percentage of college-aged people subsidize birth control pills. They cost around $8 per pack that NOW engages in.
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Dave's Foreign News: No cheese-rolling, please

•

What's wrong with this country, aside from "light"
beer, is that Americans don't know anything about
foreign affairs. Your average American can't even answer basic questions-about geography, such as:
1. In which direction does the Nile River flow?
2. What can the letters in "Great Britain" be rearranged to spell?
(Answers: 1. Downhill; 2. "Big Titan Rear.")
Tragically, we Americans are too busy sitting around
watching worthless juvenile mind-rotting TV situation
comedies such as "Dave's World" (Monday nights,
CBS, check your. local listings) to learn about foreign
affairs. This is bad, because what happens abroad can
greatly affect our lives. For example, if tensions were to
mount again in the Middle East, fighting could break out,
and it could escalate to, God forbid, nuclear war, and this
would al!Ilost definitely affect our TV reception.
This is why today I'm going to present a Foreign New
Update, starting with an important story from the Sept. 2,
1993, Times of India, sent in by alert reader Tapash
Chakraborty. This article, which I am not making up,
states: "Villagers of Khajuria in Ganjam district worshiped a frog on Monday to please the rain god Indra, as
the dry spell continued to delay cultivation." The article
further states that "a big Ii ve frog tied with a bamboo stick
was carried by villagers who roamed in and around the
vi11age chanting couplets in honor of the wife of Lord
Indra."
The article does not give the exact wording of the
couplets. Probably they went something like:
We need rain; your wife is great
Here's a frog; let's cultivate!
The article also doesn't state whether this effort
resulted in rain, but I'm sure it did. If you' re a rain god,

and you have people waving a frog around and chanting
about your wife, you're definitely going to dump something on them.
But whether or not it worked, the point is that the
villagers of Khajuria DID something about their problem. They did not just sit back and wait for "the other
guy" to worship the frog. We need more of that kind of
gumption in this country. Take the economy. People
have been whining about the economy for years, but
nobody does anything about it. I'm not saying we could
get the economy going again by worshiping a frog.
Please do not take me for a total idiot. We have a huge,
complex economy, and we'd need a much larger amphibian, such as a manatee, or, if he is available, Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy.
Speaking of frogs, many alert readers sent in an
Associated Press report concerning an · incident in
Manchester, N.H., which is not technically a foreign
country, but you' 11 want to know about this incident
anyway, because it involves a woman who opened a bag
of pretzels and pulled out a pretzel with a one-inch frog
baked onto it. The AP sent out a photograph showing the
actual pretzel, and sure enough, there's a frog sort of
welded onto it, looking crouched and ready to hop away,
except of course that frogs become yery poor hoppers
after _being subjected to the pretzel-baking process, as has
been verified in countless laboratory experiments.
My first thought, when I saw this article, was that
maybe the frog ha_d been put there on purpose. We live in

an era of increasingly complex snack-food variations,
such as Jalapeno Cheddar 'n' Onion Graham Crackers
("Now with Avocado!"). It's entirely possible that marketing experts at the pretzel company were simply enhancing their product line ("Now with Frogs!"). But
apparent! y that was not the case with these pretzels, so the
woman took them back to the food store, which gave her
a handsome baked prince.
No, seriously, the store gave her a refund, so all's well
that ends well. But that des not mean we should relax, not
with these alarming cheese-related developments that
aretakingplaceinEngland.IrefertoaMay26, 1993, UPI
report, sent in by alert reader Clyde E. Morgan, which
begins: "Fourteen people were injured taking part in the
annual Double Gloucester cheese-rolling race." lam still
not making this up. The article states that this race takes
place every year, and it involves "rolling large round
slabs of cheese down a hill," with individual cheeses
"reaching speeds of up to 50 kilometers per hour." Last
year, 27 people were injured.
The question is: What if this kind of semideadly
activity catches on in this country? I, personally, am not
worried, because I live in South Florida, which is extrem~ly flat; plus, even i~ you could get a large cheese
rolling down here, passing armed motorists would blow
it to smithereens. But what if people start rolling cheeses
in, say, Colorado? What if you get one of those big babies
hurtling down a Rocky Mountain, straight toward - to ·
pick a worst-case scenario - a John Denver concert?
... friends around the campfire,
And everybody's hiiiEEEE (SPLA1)
Is that the kind of nation you want your children to
grow up in? Me, too .
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Fast• Easy• Free
Apts • Homes • Condos
(407) 657-8282

GlillEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Theta Sigma would like to welcome

~~:k~~ ~:~~~ ~!:~~::~~ ~~!~~~

Nov. 17, 1993
Academic papers/resumes. Reason
able rates. Near UCF & VCC. 277
6946.

Going homeforthe Holidays? Need
a fun part-time job? The HONEY
BAKED HAM CO. is in search of

SERVICES

seasonalhelptofilloursalescounter
and production positions. We have
stores located in the following mar

Test Anxiety/School Difficulties
•Do you forget what you've learned?

A+ Typing and Word Processing
Qualityworkthat'sfastandaffordable!

~~~. ~~::~~. ~~~~~;.,!~':h~; :g~::::u~~~n':~~~:e~ !~~~;au ~i':~~k ~:~em:: 1:~~r~~~er

ers, get ready for this weekend; it's Used 286 4Meg HD 5.25 FD color major cities throughout the South- going to be great! Happy birthday to monitor, must sell $300, 671-9879. east. Please check the white pages
Kent Russell-sorry you missed !----~-------~ or information for the store nearest
Yourcake · PROUDTOBEADELTA
SIG!
Used IBM computer HD, FD, key- ·your home.
board, monochrome, $350, 426- >---- -- - - - - - - - - - - <

study?
More than 13 years experience
Susan Dill, certified hypnotist, 11 Call today: 366-7123
years experience. Regular guest Located close to UCF
sp·eaker for WDBO radio, recently 1-- - - - - - - - - - - 1
interviewed regarding test anxiety
and appeared with Michelle Muro, TYPING SERVICE: Term papers,
~8_4_4_9_.- - - - - - - - - - - < CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up Channel 6 and a student demon- letters, resumes, -reports and other
to $2,000+/mo. Summer and ca- · strating the positive results from documents. Quality work! Fast service! Call Amy 678-2973.
Garth Brooks tickets, for Saturday reer employment available. No ex- hypnosis. Call 897-3633.
Nov. 20th show: call 658-4327.
·
1---~---------1
UCF Entrepreneurs
perience necessary. For more in1--- ---------i
t
·Free Money-For College
WORDMASTERS
We'llmakeyourbusinessideawork. >----- - - - - - -- ---< f orma t .ion 1-206 - 634 - 0468 ex.
C5418
No Joke!
Typing and Resume Service
Meetings Tuesdays 5:3 o (BA 221 ) Tired of renting? Own for less! 1 - - - - ·- - - - - -- - - - 1
Millions-where it is
Since1986forallyoustudentneeds.
.
and how to fi'nd ·1t
IBM an d 1aser equip.
•
For
more
info
111 w/h uge wa lk.
1
,_____
_
__
_call
_Chris
__ 275-8623.
_ _ ___, Spac1ous
-m cosStudentGovernmentseekingClubs
ame day
Free information, call
service avail. We've moved, call for
ets, fully equipped kitchen, window · and Organizations Funding Advisor
UCF DIVE CLUB IS DIVING WITH covers, screened balcony overlooks to serve as liaison between campus
(813) 328-3304.
info. 277-9600.
MANATEES! Sat. 11/20. Also the quiet courtayrd! Off Goldenrod-::= organizations and Student Govern- r--- - - - - -- - -- - 1 -- - - -- - -- - - l
Keys Dec. 14-16. Sign up ASAP for seconds to shopping; minutes to ment. Applicant must have some
Extra Income '93
Term papers and resumes at TERlimited space! Scuba discovery also UCF & WP! Call Janice or Brad- computer experience with Microsoft Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing RIFIC rates, 281-8888. M-S 9-9.
on 11/20. More info@ 382-8007- 862-8000!
Excel and Word. Job entails assist- 1993 travel brochures. For more WP5.1 and Desktop.
Andrew. Get Wet!!!
ing organizations in applying for Stu- information, send a S.A.S.E. to:
Speakers: Infinity RSlll 4 ohm 150 dent Government funding, keeping Travel Inc., P.O. Box 2530, Miami, KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735.
wt asking $550, amp, Harman- Student Senate informed of re- FL 33261.
· quests, attending committee meet- 1 - - - - - -- -- - - -- i
Kardon PM645 2x40 W and tuner
TV905 $1 00 for both. Call x3-5145 ing_s and general office work. Appli- Earn while you learn. $2,000 per Typing-call Nancy at 671-7830.
cations may be picked up in . the month-10 to 15 hrs a week. For Five years with UCF. Reasonable
M/F non-smoker to share large or 898-0234.
rates.
Student Governent building, room appt. call 831-7889.
two bedroom, two bath w/garage,
#155. Application deadline is Nov. ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
W/D, modern appliances, close to
26.
Academic papers-WP 5.1 all
UCF. $260 + 1/2, call Bill 382> - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! Do you need more ENERGY? Do styles, Suzanne Rogers, BA Eng.,
9480.
you have problems studying w/out 629-0266, reasonable.
Internal auditor: For Student Gov- falling asleep? Want to LOSE a few 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Close to UCF1 2 bed/2 bath
townhouse. Split plan. Female
ernment.StudentGovernentislook- xtra lbs? OR do you need help to NEED A PAPER TYPEQ? FOR
share with same. $325+ 1/2, Avail- '85 Toyota Truck, Great Condition, ing for a motivated, self~starter who increase stamina, endurance and FAST AND EFFICIENT WORK
wishes to gain valuable experience muscle integrity? New ALL NATU- CALL SUSAN@ 249 _
.
able immediately. 671-6144.
AC ' $2 ,75 o .Bo
. ., 273-2765.
0087
in acounting or finance. faternal Au- RAL products. Call today, 273-6267 1 < - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Clean NS f needed to share 2b/2b f------------~ ditor works with SG Comptroller, 1 - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - 1
apt near UCF. call 365-6538 .
and is responsible for ·auditing SG
Gre~ks & Clubs
Professional typing in my home
Honda Accord LX 1984, Ice-cold
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 AC, Auto, sunroof, one owner, only
budget and working on special RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST 1 allows me to offer my services at
Home to share. Male/female non- $ 1,995 . Call Tony at 423 _4045 M/S projects·to ensure the efficient ap- WEEK! For your fraternity, sorority very reasonable rates. Term pasmoker $300 +1/2 utl. 679-9262
plicationofthebudget.StudentGov- or club. Plus $ 1,000 for yourself! pers, reports, resum~s. cover let8 to 6.
emment offers flexible hours, con- And a free T-shirt just for calling 1_ ters, etc. Foryourconvlence, I have
venient location and rewarding work 800 _932 _0528 ext. 75 .
Roommate, Mil= to share 3/2 house
a FAX, so your drafts can be faxed15 minutes from UCF. $300 mo.,
serving students. Please pick up an
saving you a delivery trip. CALL
Mazda RX? GSL '85, Red, Sunroof, application from the Student GovJANE SPRING at 645-0800. I'm
II 678 9695
ca
·
PW, excellent cond., $3,500, 657only a phone call away.
ernment Comptroller's office by Fri8678
·
day, Nov. 26, 1993.
Male to share 2/2· Townhouse in
!------------~
Tuscawilla. 8 Miles from UCF, $275
+ 1/2 + Deposit. Call David at 365 _ '85 Renault Alliance-2 door, 4 cyl.,
WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538
1045.
auto, AC, tape deck, Good cond., Appointment setters- PIT evenings 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - . , , - - f $1,000 O.B.O, Please call 2774:30-8:00 pm Mon-Thurs, Wtr. Spgs TYPING SERVICES: Term papers,
M or F needed for Spring/Summer 9001.
off. Hourly PLUS bonus. 699-9152 manuscripts, reports,- theses, etc. Math Tutor-College Algebrato share 2 bed/2 ba. apt. across
Calculus; Mature, Dependable, at
1------------~ Work done quickly and efficiently.
from UCF. $217 + 1/2 utl., call Lulu
Spell check used on all papers. your convenience, 2 years experiFull time clerical, extremely COl'l'.l· 240-6371.
382-5815.
ence, 644-3536.
HELP 1¥ANTED
puter literate, Lotus/Windows/
Dbase. Accounting, payroll exp.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK. Local guest services co. $350/wk.
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. 345-0013
teaching conversational English in
Minutes to Campus .. .
Japan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No
4 bedrooms 3 full baths ...
teaching background or Asian lanLarge rooms, 2 story .. .
1f7ANTED
guages required. For information
All appliances ...
call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J5418.
Must be neat nonsmoker...
1---------~-- 1 FREE TRIPS AND MONEY! Indi$295 + 1/3....
viduals and Student Organizations
Call now 678-2449
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
OLDE Discount is looking for energetic people
wanted to promote the Hottest
Students needed! Earn $2,000+
to start a career in the brokerage business.
Apartment for rent, lake view, walk monthly. Summer/holidays/fulltime. Spring Break Destinations, call the
from UCF, $425 month, 349-2723. World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, nation's leader, Inter-Campus ProRequirements include:
grams, 1-800-327-6013.
1 - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - 1 Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift

CLUB INFO

s

o

TIPISTS

TUTORS

FOR RENT

Potential

Six-Figure Income

Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino 1 - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Workers, etc.- No experience nee- Actors/Actresses, white, age 18-22
essary. CALL 602-680-4647, ext. for fraternity- /sorority-based moApt. for rent-2 bedrm/2 bath C147.
tion picture to be filmed in Orlando in
townhouse, walking distance to 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - j January. Call or write Hardt Enter-

2 BO, 1"5 bath, new carpet, walk
to UCF, $435. 273-4097

,_u_c_F_,_w_1_
0_
,m
_ ic_
ro_w_av_e_, _3_
63_·_
56_3_6__,
. AA Cruise & Travel Jobs. Earn
$2,500/mo + travel the world free!
Apt. for rent-:--2 bedrm, walking dis- (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!)
f-t_an_c_e_to_ U_
C_F,_3_6_3_
-5_6_
3_6_._ _----1 Cruise lines now hirin,g for busy _
holiday, spring and summer seaHunters Reserve $595 2 80/Bth 1
sons. Guaranteed employment! Call
min. from UCF. As of 1211 washer/
(919) 929-4398 ext. 21 .
dryer, vaulted ceiling, microwave,
beautiful , 366-8511.
1 - - - - - -- - -- -- -j
Two bedroom townhouse 1 1/2
bath. W/D, $445/mo. 1 mile from
1 UCF. call , leave message 6581215 . Al so roommate wan ted.
1

i

Retail position fornial wear/Alt.
Spng. area, flexible PIT hours ineluding weekends. Call 260-5252
& ask for Heidi.

1ainment, 1000 Universal Studios
Plaza, Building 22, Orlando, 32819,
363-8498, tax #363-8490.

LOST& FOUND
Lost: GOLD ANKLET W/SMALL
TURTLE CHARM. No clasp. Lost
11/8 at 4 p.m. on sidewalk between
Biology bldg and dorm parking lot.
Extreme sentiment involved. Reward. Dean 425-9929 or Bio office.

College Degree
General Market Knowledge, and
Excellent Communication Skills

OLDE offers:
6 to 12 Month Extensive Training Program
Competitive Salary and Commission Structure
Relocation Possibilities
Call Dan Katzman for more information:

1800 937-0606

~OLDE

America's Full Service Discount BrokerM
Member NYSE & SIPC
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'Drugs, sex, music and the beach'
A day in the life of a heroin addict

,

It is midnight, downtown
Orlando, the dark sunglasses
of a young girl hide the
blood-shot fear in her eyes.
Through the gate of a chainlink fence, a throng of
people wait in line impatient, loud and excited,
except for the far-away girl
who is dismally gazing into
a rippling puddle searching
for her reflection. But it yields nothing but a shapeless meltdown of familiar
colors. Then comes the
choking cough of a plastic
princess. " .... motherfucker. I
think I lost my purse. Has
anyone seen my purse? It's
black. I've got everything in
it. Everything.
"Hey, have you seen my
purse?" she asks a girl at the

end of the line.
The girl says she hasn, t
seen it.
From behind a tarnished smile, Eden laughs.
Moving serenely forward
she emerges from the
outermost perimeters of
shifting shadows like a
mystic ship sailing
unannounced from the
dark sea into harbor. Eden
complains with a giggle
that everything she h~s
could be lost in an instant.
She confesses that she
can't remember where
she's been. Moments
could be centuries. Her
memories may be locked inside the lost black
plastic purse. She asks me if I have $5 she can
borrow. I 'Shake my head.
"Wei.I what about a cigarette?" She's

Justin Best' Future

disappointed. I don't even have a
cigarette.
Another guy, with army boots and a
"Misfits" shirt, offers her a Camel. He
lights her cigarette, the flames dancing
inches away from her hair. She smiles
reluctantly,. She asks, "Have you .ever
seen the light at the end of the tunnel?"
"What light?"
She looks at me. We introduce
ourselves. She has·a morose aura
:-vrapped around her, paler than the
moon.
"Sobriety ~lls. So you have to kill
sobriety."
It is not shocking to hear this within
the first few fragments of conversation
she concedes to a habit. She weaves,
she s~mbles, she mumbles incoherent
phrases of ecstasy and abandonment.
She says her dreams haunt her, follow
her around like a host of hyenas cackling in the distance for a carcass. Her
desire to become a rich and famous
actress has collapsed. There is nothing
else that she wants to do with her life.

She's unable to focus her attention on
any subject too long. She pauses, her
dirty-blonde hair cascading down
onto·her shoulders, her hazy, green
eyes deeply set into her skull. She
peers listlessly through the parking
lot to some unseen object.
Two nights later, I'm sitting
frozen behind a beer in her friend's
living room apartment. There is a
various assortment of musical
equipment strewn about, a stack of
cellophane-covered comic books,
trash thrown in corners, beer cans
discarded onto the wooden floor and
a hole in the ceiling where the light
used to.be.
"Do you like being an addict?" I
·ask.
There is a tremor of untamed
intimacy in her voice, as if she were
trying to speak straight to my
unconscious, by-passing all intellect,
pretense and conve.rsation. "Mmrnm

Please see Eden, page R6

Circus sideshow not for the faint-hearted
Jimi Hendrix overdosed on barbiturates, Sid
Vicious on heroi!'l, but Jim
Rose is probably the only
person in history to overdose on light bulbs General Electric soft
whites, to be exact. Unlike
Jimi and Sid, though, Rose
survives.
Light bulbs are not the
only unusual items that
find their way into Rose's
bowels. Rose routinely
consumes double-edged
razor blades, dry ice and
lighted cigarettes as part of

his circus sideshow. Other
circus members share·his
unusual acquired tastes,
eating fistfuls of maggots,
worms and crickets.
Rose, along with six
other "creatures," as he
calls them, make up the
Jim Rose Circus Sideshow,
a traveling circus which
Rose describes as
"insanity's greatest hits the roost dangerous show
since Christians were fed
to the lions." People with

Please see Rose, page R4

The Ji111 Rose Circus Sideshow features such acts as
Bebe the Circus Queen, The Amazing Mr. Lifto, the Torture
King, the Enigma and Matt "The Tube" Crowley. A disclaimer on their video reads, "WARNING: The performers
in this video are highly trained professionals - DO NOT
attempt to duplicate any of these performances yourself."
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In concert

Smashing Pumpkins at the Edge
Last Sunday, at the Edge in Orlando,
the
Smashing
Pumpkins
exploded onto the
stage. Yes, the
Smashing Pumpkins , the overlypretentious Chicago quartet consisting of flirty
leader
Billy
Corgan,
stoic
drummet Steve
C h am be r 1a i n ,
jumpy guitartist
James Iha, and the
beautiful recluse of
a bassist D' Arey.
Yes, the Smashing ·
Pumpkins, those
somewhat over~
played darlings o.(
the college music:
scene. And,. boy, CJ1d;t~ey put on one hell

of a sho~.

· :·

After a decenf. dose of psychedelic
grunge from openers Swervedriver, the
Smashing Pumpkins opened with a fiery "Geek U.S.A," from their new al-

bum, Siamese Dream. The Pumpkins latter being one of five songs they per- gave their final blast to the audience.
Beginning with
then proceeded to formed from their
"Suffer" to set a
set their tone of to- remarkable first almood, they poured
tal command over bum, gish.
into majestic "MayThe momentum
the audience. They
onnaise," one of the
continued their of the band and the
better tracks of
sonic assault over audience reached its
Siamese Dream,
the increasingly ni- pinnacle during "I
and closed with a
hilistic crowd with Am One" and
maddening version
"Quiet," . another "Siva," both from
of "Silverfuck."
trackfrom-theirnew the Pumpkin's first
When it was
album, and then fol- album, where the
done,
the exhauslowed up the fast Chamberlain's drivtion of the band and
paced opening by ing beat and the
the
audience was all
doing· a beauti~lly wave of noise from
anyone
could feel,
personal version of · the guitars were in
along with the total
their ballad "Dis- peak form.
satisfaction of a
arm."
The set ended
near-flawless
From there,.the with a magical vershow. The only
S mashing Pump- sion of their hit,
problem
was inkins shifted their "Cherub Rock,"
credible
overmoods from sonic which blew their
Justin Best/Future
crowding of the
Justin Best/Future
nirvana to brooding mediocre perforEdge. The pleasure of breathing after
psychedelia. The crowd couldn't resist, mance of it on Saturday Night Live into
the concert was a great treasure. But
either. In fact, ·there were many times the ground.
none of that mattered at all. This soldT~en, after a long pause, the band
were Corgan' s voice could scarcely be
out show was well worth some physical
heard underneath the crowd's singing. returned to the stage with the quiet tune,
damage.
, Such was the case for the somber "Hum- "Window Paine," from gish. After an•Eyal Goldschmid
mer," "Today," and "Rhinoceros," the other pause, the Smashing Pumpkins
Revelation Writer
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Everyone knows someone
with diabetes.

!

I

•
14 million reasons to find a cure.

l

A

American

Diabetes
·~ Association ®

Until there·s a cure, there's the Amencan Diabetes Assoc1abon.
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WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF
AIR FORCE ROTC?
BENEFITS

+

2 Year Scholarship G~anteed to Juniors
-Any academic major, 2.5 cum GPA.

term 2.35 GPA, under age 23
- Pays up to $850 in tuition and $150 In books each semester

+

3 Year Scholarship to Qua.1; fled Sophomores
- Technical, Nursing, and Pre-Health Majors
- Pays full tuition. books. and fees each f:emcster

+

$100 Per Month for Expenses

+

Guaranteed Follow-On Job Upon Graduation

+

Gwµ-anteed Starting Salary $23,300 to
$38,500 in Jusi 4 Years
Air Force ROTC is processing applications now for
the 1\vo Year Program for juniors entering Fall '94.
Don't wait un~I it's too late to start your application!

~

~,.,

CONTACT

~ ,,,~~,.,,...'' UCF AIR FORCE ROTC
~,.,;>.~~~'
(407) UCF-1-AIR
'-'

(407) 823-124 7

~

~~
~
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In music

Pear/JamVs.,gets funky
Ten
Vedder and co.'s new album,

. Pearl Jam's new record,
Vs., is definitely funkier than
their previous effort, but it is
no successor to 1991 's Ten.
But, it is also not much worse
than that album, either. Of
course, I also believe that Ten
was not as great an album as
the public perceived it to be. It
contained two great songs
("Alive" and "Black"), a couple
of better than average tunes
("Jeremy"), a slew of other
songs that were so-so, and a
few senseless pieces, like· the
mood piece "Oceans" or the
too-emotion al "Deep."
What can be said for Vs. is
that it is definitely different
from the last album. The music
is louder and somewhat harder,
and Vedder' s voice is more subdued by the music. I guess the
band thought that they needed
some of the spotlight, too. I
agree. Ten could easily have
been called Eddie Vedder and

His Pearl Jam. So, it is not
surprising when the band comes
on hard on the opening track,
"Go." The distortion is hard
and so is the groove.
The interesting thing about
Vs. is that the groove does not
really stop with the first track.
"Animal" continues the funky
pace. In t~e middle of the album, the groove hits its peak
with "W.M.A.," a powerhouse
of emotion.
The most notable tracks of
Vs. come in the latter part of
the album. "Rearviewmirror"
is Vedder and Co. at so.me of
their best, and the final track,
"Indifference," is a purely
magical showcase for Vedder' s
bellowing voice. Also, their
ov·e rplayed "Crazy Mary"
single also inspired the pleasant folk characterization, "Elderly Woman Behind 1 he
Counter In A Small
.., Town."
But, there are a few dis-

no better or worse than

gracing duds here. "Rats" and
"Dissident" are boring and on
second listening, almost annoying. "Daughter" just tries to
hard for a folky feel.
On the whole, though, Vs.
is nothing better than a good
album, just as Ten was. Pearl
Jam is a good band Uust as they
were when they were Green
River, with Mudhoney ·singer
Mark Arm, and when they were
Mother Love Bone, with the
late Andrew Wood fronting
them) with some good songs, a
few great ones (though no Pearl
Jain song has yet to equal the
perfection ·of their two songs,
"Breath" and. "State Of Love
And Trust," from the Singles
soundtrac~), and with Pearl
Jam's luck, it will all be played
to death on the radio.

•Eyal Goldschmid
Revelation Writer

F.eaturing ...

Rental Rate Includes...

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
.-

Furnished Apartments'
Cable and Data Capabilities
On-Campus Convenience
Private Bedrooms
Academic Rental Periods

Electricity
Air Conditioning/Heat
Water/Sewer
Local Telephone Service

J
Live on campus in this new apartment facility, situated
near the beautiful Lake Claire picnic area .
Each apartment contains four (4) single bedrooms,
d~~~--:tij with two (2) full baths, living room and kitchen (see floor
=
t.i
plan) . It is this single bedroom concept whi ch makes
;l,lth;,:lll__._..ICt!:d!~Oillliiilll~ these apartments so unique.
This apartment complex will have the total capacity to
house 702 students. Students must be admitted to the University prior to applying for these apartments
and must be upperclassmen prior to residing in these facilities.
Lake Claire Apartments are situated around a Commons Building

This Commons will include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Community Center
Laundry Facilities
Postal Boxes
Administrative Services
Meeting Room Space
T.v. Lounge

f'or addiltonal lnrormallon. con!acl:

Department of Housing and Residence Lifo
Uniwrsity of C.:nlral Florida

LEliLLii'PPi'LIN
OPENS ocr. 22, I 993
ALL SHOWS ARE LED ZEPPELIN
ON OPENING WEEKEND!

SCHEDULE FOR FOLLOWING WEEKENDS

Every Frlday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static 2
10:30 p.m - LED ZEPPELIN
Midnight - PINK FLOYD: Wish You Were Here
Every Saturday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static 2
10:30 p.m - Alternative ·Laser Static 2
Midnight - LED ZEPPELIN

P.O. Box lti3222
Orlando, Flonda 32816-3222
l407J 823-4063

Seedy ·c haracters ...
T ransmition recieved from South American expedition in search of
Argentinian tree-dwelling marsupial- the skin of which is needed for
Garth's new hat.
Exped: ... have established base camp. No sign of marsupial. Search party
going again in morning.
Seedy: Have you encountered any natives?
Exped: Affirmative. First met locals yesterday. Don't seem threatening.
Seedy: Can they offer any assistance in your search?
Exped: We're trying ... tricky situation though . Locals believe the spirits of their
dead ancetors live in the marsupials- they get real unhappy when you talk
about taking one. On the other hand, Garth is like a god down here. Might
need something to sweeten the deal.
Seedy: Got anything in mind?
.
, , .
~,....
Exped: Chief suggested concert.
' ....., .. · 'i:f/fiF': ~~~~
Autographed t-shirt ought to do it, though.
fir...-:.
· ~'i ·t~~qJM
Seedy: We'll see what we can do.
itv l rJ~\ i' Jt:1~j ~

1

./· , ·.
1

~1~
~r'i ·l ·\·<' ',~"
,~·: _fXr
,>·' :, .' ~ .· ·

There you have it, folks! Show your support
for our expedition by purchasing your used
.(fl~ f
CD's at Seedy C~aracters. We do need an ,~I
autographed t-sh1rt, but mostly we need your ,, · :
help to...
Y,,.

1

Save Garth Brooks' Hat!

Be on the lookout for 'em!
Flea World _T-44 46

~·~~~.

· ~~ ,'

ll ,

!d

~~~<t •• ~,~
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From Rose, page Rl

On the other end of the spectrum, some
stunts are done purely for their grotesque
nature. Matt "The Tube" Crowley drinks a
beer I catsup I chocolate sauce/Pepto Bismol
concoction. He then stuffs a tube down his
esophagus and pumps out the semi-digested
solution. Members of the audience are then
invited to come on stage and share a glass of
the reddish brown substance. Usually at least a
few people volunteer.
Almost invariably, the show proves to be a
bit too much for certain people to
handle. A number of people faint
as the circus performs "falling
ovations," as Rose calls them.
Like any other group of performers, a great deal of practice
goes into the Jim Rose Circus
Sideshow. Certain acts, like sword
swallowing, can take practicing
seven days a week for three years.
Others, like Rose's "human dart
board" act, require little ·perfection.
"I stood there, darts were
thrown at me, they stuck, I said
·'Okay, I'm a human dart board.' [IJ
never practiced again," Rose
explained.
As the back cover of his home
video boldly says, the acts the
circus performs should not be
attempted by amateurs. "Let's put
it this way/' Rose explains, "if
you're the type of person that

ence sees is real- no tricks or slight of hand.
Seeing Mr. Lifto's pierced penis stretch to over.
two feet as he lifts a concrete block with it
usually erases any questions audience members might have as to the stunts' veracity.
Those who see the circus when it comes to
town this Thursday at the Station in Fern Park
will see it perform one of its more rare stunts.
During the show, which will be taped for
Swedish television, the Torture King will lie on
a bed of swords and have a concrete block

names such as "Torture King" and "The Amazing Mr. Lifto" put on a two-hour.display which
features acts such as Mr. Lifto lifting a concrete
block with chains running through his pierced
nipples.
Rose, 36, is the son of circus clown and
holds a degree in political science from the
University of Arizona. He has held various
jobs, including one with the American Democratic Party. He then moved to
Europe, where he studied "internal juggling" and other skills he
would eventually put to use in his
circus. After only three years in
existence, the Jim Rose Circus
Sideshow commonly sells out
2,000- and 3,000-seat venues.
"There isn't a circus in the
world today that plays to as many
people on as many parts of the
planet as the Jim Rose Circus
Sideshow," Rose said from a
telephone in.a Day's Inn somewhere in North Carolina.
"Europe, Australia, Japan·that' s where our fan base is huge.
It's hard to leave thos~ countries,
because we could work there all
year long. The only reason we do
the United States is because we're
Americans, and every now and
then, if we're hungry, we want to
be able _to go to a Denny's at three
~--------------------------~------------------~ ligh~yourtrailffonfireafiff
in the morning," Rose explained.
watching Beavis and Butt-head, don't come
Curiosity, intrigue or perhaps just an innate placed on his chest. The block will then be
near the Jim Rose Circus Sideshow."
desire to be repulsed draws people to the
beaten with a sledgehammer. According to
•Dave Bauer
circus by the thousands. But the single-most
Rose, three people have died in the last decade ·
Editor in chief
important factor is that everything the audiattempting this stunt.

---------------------------------------------------.

Abarhopper's guide
to Orlando
Your daily guide to the nightlife

Sunday

Wednesday

4pm - Fat Tuesday's
(W.P) Free Boiled Craw·
fish!
9pm - Resurrection/ J.J.
Whispers

5:30pm - 7pm Church
Street Station 5 cent
beers!!!
?pm - Java Jabbers
Coffee House
8pm - Chillers $1.00
drinks on everything!
8pm - Frat House $1.00
drinks on everything!
8pm - Knight Library
$10.00 all the beer and
wings you can eat!!!

Monday
Monday Night Football
Parties!!!
8pm - Knight Library
Fat Tuesday's
Crazy Wings
Devaney's
Kiwi's Pub
Bpm - Barberella all
kinds of drink specials!
•\

-Tuesday
?pm - Knight Library 25
cent beers, wings!
?pm - Devaney's Buy
one Liter get one FREE!
?pm - Java Jabbers
Coffee House
9pm-11 pm - CJ's 25
cent beers!

Thursday
?pm - Crazy Wings
$3.50 pitchers, LADIES
NIGHT!
8pm - Java Jabbers
·9pm - The Mill
Border Cantina
Fat Tuesdays

Announcing...
{

-
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AUDITIONS FOR THE

'Reach-Out Players
Nov.18 at

6:00p.m~

in the Wellness Center

The Reach-Out Players are a comedy
improv theatre troupe that deals wit)l
current health issues. This group is
part of a 3-credit hour spring
semester class, "A Peer Approach to
Health Education." You must be
available for class every \ Vedn c.''.day
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Friday and
Saturday
Anywhere there's a bar,
music and a drink!
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You know
the story. The
Three Musketeers - swashbucklers galore,
flashing rapiers,
France, the good
King Louis, the
evil Cardinal Richelieu, for king and
country, "all
for one and
one for all!"

you see the
cheesy harmless guy, while
the real mover
and shaker is
somewhere behind the scenes
collecting your
money.
What I'm saying is this: It's a Disney
flick, it's going to have
pretty pic tures ·and
beaut if ul
scenery. I' m
not saying
that it's not
wortfi
a
Look. However, ·just
like a lot of
movies being made today, if you
miss it,qon't

Moviemakers market another classic
The Three Musketeers another money-making scheme for Disney

•

y

0

u

k n o w ,
Shakespeare
did this same
thing: took
old stori~s
and revamped
them into his
plays. Only
now, we call
them classics.
I doubt anyone would be

sure it's worth listening to. It hurt me going to treat a story like a cheap marevery time I heard keting game, use your
the
name own damn story .Don't
D' Artagnon said go butchering the claslike it was the name sics. It just cheapens a
of some highway good story, a piece of
town in Indiana . our culture.
"All for one, and
They movie was not
for
me,"
even shot in France; more
it was filmed United Richelieu says at one
Kingdom and in point in the movie .
What a
Vienna.
cheesy
T h e
The Three
o n e French
Musketeers
prob liner! It
a b 1 y Stars: Charlie Sheen, makes me
had too Keifer Sutherland,
think he
much
Rebecca DeMornay, might be ... in the classic swashbuckler story. feel bad. For
Aramis ...
more betpride to Tim Cuny
better or for
let Disney shoot it there.
ter off as a bad MTV video worse, Disney's going to make more. I
jockey
than the most pow- guarantee it.
Have you seen Robin
**
erful and sinister man in
Hood: Prince of Thieves?
Key: "Poor, "" Fair, """
Yes, it was that bad. What I
all France. Of course, as
Good, ..... Excellent
would like to say to ·these
•Andrew Varnon
we all know, th~t is the
Staff Writer
Photos courtesy of the Walt
moviemakers js, if you are
Disney trademark. They let

"'I.

so kind to this Charlie. Sheen stars as
Walt Disney
Pictures rework of' Alexandre Dumas' s
classic story The Three Musketeers.
Now, on one hand, this movie is
definitely worth watching. There are
some really great shots- landscapes,
castles and great costumes. I'm not so

Disney Company

Let

your
•
voice
be
heard.
Don't just sit
there idly.
Write a letter
to the editor
and express
your opinion.

Write to: The
Central Florida
Future, 12243
University
•
Blvd., Orlando,
FL, 32817.

r:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..,. - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

•Fraa • r ·raa • Fraa • Fraa • Fraa • Fraa ••
: The Central Florida Future, your #1 place for free Stuff, is giving away 4-foot tall:
1 movie posters of the Three Musketeers. Stop by our office at 12243 University Blvd. I
I (in the University Shoppes Center, across the street from UCF). They make greatl
: Christmas gifts, and just think, it didn't cost you anything!
:
1

Fraa • Fraa .• Fraa • Fraa • Free • Fraa •1

~---------------------------------------- -~
Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfortable care for ove eight years. And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
~iccept my offer for a complete d~ntal exam for only
524, an 589 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
Only fo r U.CF. StudenL'l with Valid I.D.

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $8~ value) includes:
Health history taken -• Check for loose filli ngs or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer
screening• Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screen ing to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
(all today, because this offer ends li/:SO '94

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando Dental

Cc:nifit·d Dt·m;il lmpbm l'mMhc:1b
\kmh..:r· Amc:riGtn l>c:n1;1l A..scx:i;11ion.

17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando. FL 3281 ~

Aratk·rn1 of G<.'1ll'r.1I lknti , lry, Al~ltk'lll} for
'll<>n' l knli~l~. Flond.i lknl~I A'i,<>liJ!ion.

(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr. )

<;rl'.lll'I Orl.1ml11 l>l:lll;il \ l>lit:r\
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'When you need a fix you can't wait. .. '
From Eden, page RI

1,

... hmm."
Eden is a heroin addict. The
first time she shot up she
vomited all night long. And the
second. And the third. She says
she has a weak stomach, and
heroin is a sweet nausea. She is
enchanting and disarming. She
is so calm that she could be a
mannequin in a department
store window - fragile,
defenseless, posing in a tireless
grace.
Marlon Brando is pouting
menacingly on the immense
screen that flickers in hypnotic
flashes of black and white.
Eden mentions that she loves
Brando in "A Street Car
Named Desire." She says, "I
have a strange affinity with
Blanche Dubois. I'm enrapture
by her. I can't get enough of
this movie. I've watched this
movie more times than I care
to count."
Eden says she loves the
"bliss of the movies," In fact,
she loves any kind of bliss.
This means to include drugs,
sex, music and the beach. But
especially the.movies.
,
Escaping from herself is a
major issue in Eden's life;
whether by plane, train or ·
automobile, her first instinct is

sobriety. I've witnessed the
slow disintegration of my
dreams ... the extinction of my
love and hope."
She has had her stomach
pumped. She has seen her
friends overdose and tum blue.
Sometimes she sells her flesh
to meet the necessity ·of her
addiction. Her parents, who
remain in touch, send her
money for rent and food. But it
is not enough. It is never
enough. Her parents are :well
off, but not rich.
Yes, she admits, she feels
confused, shruggirig any
specifics, saying only .that in
her position, "I grab what I can.
If you don't have desire, you
collapse in a ruin. My parents
are disappointed in me. I'm
sure of.it. I'm disappointed in
myself. But I don't care. Life is
a labyrinth, who knows whic~
way to tum? I'll do almost
anything for one mpment of
bliss."
She knocks on wood as she
explains how she's never been
busted. "I had ari eight-ball of
cocaine in my lap once. I don't
know why I left it there. I was
1,000 miles high, I guess. Who·
knows? But I forgot all about
it. This pig pulls me over. Tells
me my tail light is out. He
doesn't even notice the cocaine

or something, I don't know. I
just smiled and he let me off
with a warning." She continues, "I love getting fucked up.
Its my life. I do that more than
anything else."
I ask her if she knows the
risk
" ... so. Yeah. What have I
got to lose?"
I ask her if she shares
needles. She does sometimes
"because when you need a fix
you can't wait."
What other hobbies or
things does she do? She likes to
read the obituary columns in
the newspaper. "You never
know who's gonna escape
next. I lost two of my best
friends in one month. One in a
car accident. The other committed suicide. Ifs hard some
time~. I guess I want to bring
them back to life. Sometimes at
night I talk to them ..."
How long do you expect to
live? "I hope to make it to 30. I
hope I'll still be alive by then."
How did you end up an
addict? "I've done a lot of
different drugs - X, acid,
hash, cocaine ... but heroin sort
of attaches itself to you. Like
you wake up one day and it's
in your bed. A lot of my friends
have done it. Very few shoot

roll them into balls. They slide
two butter knives into the
spiralling coils of the burner.
The burner is on "high" and is
turning red hot. On the cool
white plate are approximately
a ~ozen balls of hash. Terri,
Eden's friend, is holding a
fwo-liter bottle that has been
cut in half. Eden pulls the
knives from the burner, She
touches one ball. It sticks to the
knife. She presses the two
knives together. Smoke rises,
only to be captured by the
bottl~. Terri has her lips on the
top of the bottle and inhales
deeply. The dense cloud
disappears. She holds it in her .
lungs while Eden puts the
knives back onto the burner.
They both repeat the process
until there are no balls of hash
left. The kitchen is heavy with
the scent of cannabis resin.

(

Eden looks at me and
exclaims, "Its like a volcano
erupting ... wow. Kilimanjaro
... The Himalayas ... I feel like
a Tibetan monk kissing the
mouth of God ..."
Later in the evening I ask
her when she's going to quit.
"I'm not. It's as simple as
that."
A few days later, I call up
Terri to speak to Eden. "We're
sorry but the number that
you're trying to reach ... has
been disconnected." I catch a
ride over to Terri's and knock
on the door. No one is there. I
look down at the welcome mat.
A piece of paper. It reads, "I've
moved back with my boyfriend
in Tampa. Love and bliss,
Eden."

•Anton Es tin
Revelation Writer

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
·

~. ,~,

Until Robots
replace humans...
... your plasma will
always be needed.

!..<.<p;.~ ~~r
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.~Jr~ ~YOUKNOW?

YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONA TE HELPS:

• Patients in shock

• Accident Victims

(

• Provide intravenous fluids • Provide clotting factors
for bums, surgery, or
for hemophiliacs
treatments of illness
• New Reasearch on life
threatening diseases

You can earn over $100 per month.
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

isRiNG THis A-D'A.No IiEciivE -$20 uroN-- -;

I
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. COMPLEATION OF YOUR FIRST DONATION j
- ---
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---- -· ------ ·
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Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805
(407) 841-2151

UCF
Driver Improvement Course

ValuJef Valufilrcs Are As Low As $39!
111

'.'\m1· you can Jfford to spread \'Our 1Yi ng~ .
Wt.re Valu.Jtt. . \ brJnd-ne11 airline offering incredihl~ 1011· V;1luFa rc~ and tbih nomtop
DC-9 jl't :--e1Ticc hct1\\'.l'll Atbnta and Orl:mdo. Tampa andj:1ch~um ·illt. Fll1rid;1.
Ht1w lrn1:i Ju.' t S.19fr>rlw1:1..c:11 on c1L·1:· flight. f:trc i. r1nc-11,n·. 11. i1h nll rc1undtrip
purdu:--<: required. :\ntl ~·llu c ·~u1 lll~Ikl' l't>U r rc,cn:11 i11n' n1n\.
Bef( ire lung 1\·c ·11·:1bt 1 he t ifl~-ring non:i!llp ~l'IYice bet\\ ccn _·\tlant:! and Ft in L1ud~Tclak'.
l.11u1~ 1 · ilk-. \e11 Ol'iean."> :incl .\1l'n1phi ~. 11·i1h g1)(1cl l'<1nncni(lns rhniugh .\tl:int:1t(I llHbt l'itil'~ 11;_·
\L·n c Sl·:1b on all these routL'~ arc a1·aiiahlc. ,c1 rnu can makL· \f 1ur h1 >Iida\' n·~e n :tti< 111.., nrnY

Fm 1nh 1rnutic 111 .ind rc:-cn ~ltll ll1'. ~l'l' q 1ur Tr:tl'tl :\gent Or r:~Iil
1
\',tlLUct .lt 1-KOO-\'..\J.L IET 1J.N1Jll-N2~-0))Kl .
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BctaLI~l· h1r e1cn IL'.l,,1111<1u h:11e for grnng

;';;';::~here 11 eh,11 e.c I aluF;~ u' gc< ~u thc·<c

VilluJef.

· Advertisement

DON'T LOSE YOUR LICENSE!
If you have received atraffic ticket
for a moving violation, you can

keep points off your driving record
and prevent a hike in -your auto
insurance pr~miums by attending
the four-hour Basic Driver Improvement Course.

~Points

Kept off Your
Record

AIRLINES

The:>_.\\! fan.: i~ a1 ailablc !Ill all flight~ frn rra1cl Lhrough \( 11l·mhn 2I. 199.i Elhu1L·
\ortmbcr n. 1995. a 21-dai· adranrt purcha~e i~ rcqui1ul. 01hu· lm1 [ire' .in: .11ailahll'.
">t 1mc resrricr1on' appl)·. Fare"> do not 1ncludc Pa. ~c:ngc:r Farilil) Ch:1rgc., of up w Sh.
depending< 111 itincrai:·. Fan:"> and ~chcdub arc: ~ubjt:L l le> l hange 11 irhout 111 >tire.

/.'

~Insurance Not Penalized
~Adjudication

Withheld

~"Safe

Driver" Status
Maintained
•
....

For More Information
Or

To Register

CALL

823-6116
Call Today
Classes Fill Quickly!
Office Hours:
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Monday - Friday
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Drive to the hoop

19

Jefferson'sgoal4 sacks per ga~
JEFFERSON from page 24

'

•

•

Scott Skiles is averaging 12 points per game through the
Orladno Magic's first five games. The Magic begin a tough ·
three-game road swing tonight in Detroit. (DeHoowFuture)

reer high three sacks and four
solo tackles. To slam the door
on the Leathernecks, Jefferson
blocked a field goal attempt •
that resulted in a Knights' score.
"It's like working hard for
something and finally getting
it," is how he describes wrapping up the quarterback.
Jefferson also offers some
consolation after a sack telling
them, "I'll be back in five minutes!"
Jefferson was inspired by
his two brothers at a young age
to play football. He attributes
his successful career to a strong
faith in the Lord. He has set his
personal goals nothing short of
four sacks in the final games of
the season and is planning on a
playoff performance.
A hard-nosed athlete,
Jefferson polices the gridiron
with relentless determination.
With three years of experience
and the playoffs a promising
possibility, Jefferson may set
the standards for future defensive lineman at the University
of Central Florida, as he tacks
more victims on his most
wanted hit list.

(
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FOR HOME OR BUSINESS

386 & 486 SYSTEMS
Complete with VGA Monitor, 40-120MBHDD,
~

*
*
*
*
*
*

Nq Credit Necessary!
No Long-Term Obligation!
Free Repair Service!
Free Loaner!
Early Purchase Option!
Rent By Phone!
Same Day Delivery!

FREE PRINTER AND
FREE SOFTWARE

INCLUDED!
t

Free Hot Dogs
$1 Drafts during game

1 (.ce cold

beers on taP

Casselberry, f'L
(401) 331-7300

914 E. SR 436
next to Winn-DL\it

30

Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-7
3030 N. Goldenrod
Between UnivcrsiLy & Goldenrod

678-7755

5266 'vV. C:oionial Dr.

Orlando, FL

Bottled beers

Free
Shuffle Board

Only S minutes away from ~mpus

Odando, .FL
(407) 291<-9980

(407) 658-8770

723 S. Semoran Blvd.
Danube Shopping Center

*
MAGI c

QUALITY WORTH RENnNG.
QUALITY WORTH OWNING.

Wal-Mart Shopping Center at Pine Hills

RENT TO OWN

FURNITURE

*

APP4tANCES

*

ELECTRONICS

Based on Rent toOwnagreement. No ownefShip unrn final payment is made. Taxes and fees
notlncluded{$99. x24i'fib~~ $2376.}Pr~ may~ be available at au locations.

=

'
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Willie English winds down his career; does the NFL await?

Since 1980, 21 Knights have played on
professional football teams. This national
exposure is good for UCF and Knights' fans
love seeing their players on the gridiron on
Sundays. And as this year's season nears the
end Trivial and I have been wonderingwill any one from this year's squad get
drafted?
Last year, two players were considered
high prospects for the NFL: Rick Hamilton
and Willie English. Hamilton was drafted in
the third round by Washington, but English
ended up here again. Aknee injury putWillie
on the red shirt list. English has recovered,
and scouts have been in Orlando checking
out the running wonder. Mark this down, he
will be drafted. English has 711 yards this
season and is just short of a 100-yard-pergameaverage.Healsohc.seighttouchdowns
in eight games.
Alone, his stats are impressive. And they
include a slow start on the season when he
wasrecuperatingfromanankleinjury. Scouts
will take this and several other things into
consideration. They-'ll look at his entire college career. He's some~g coaches really
like-consistent. And his totals go up every
year. As a freshman he rushed for 255 yards
andfiveID's. Twoyearslaterhehad 1,338
yards and 13 touchdowns and two school
records, most yards rushing in a season and

mostyardsrushinginagame(242vs.Arkansas State 10/5/91 ). He also holds records for
most TD's in a game, season and career.
Now, Trivial says English doesn't have
the exposure, but.the scouts in the press b6x
prove him wrong. Granted, this season has
not been his best, but scouts know that he has
to share the ball with two other good running
backs and two great receivers. It's hard to run
for a team with a good passing game. But
scoutsknowthis.Andtheycanseehisability
to take the ball and bulldoze through the
opposition and get the yardage the team
needs. A lot of teams who could use a hardworking player who can consistently pickup
yardageandfindholestotheendzoneshould
draft Willie English.
Stand and cheer Knights' fans, and remember you've seen a future NFL player in
action.

over the hulking defensive linemen that
dominate the line of scrimmage.
Second, English's numbers are impressive but he's racked them up against some
weak opponents. UCFhas faced some tough
teams this year, but Di vision I-AA competition just isn't the same as the Cowboys or
Bills. Should UCF' s opponents be held
against English?Maybe not, but they will be.
Finally, not that many people know about
UCF' s star back. Sure, several scouts have
While flipping tlu:ough UCF' s media taken a look at English the last few games,
guide,Ireadandthenre-readWillieEnglish's but will the passing glances translate into
biography. This talented running back has draft day considerations?
A player like Willie English needs a
scampered for thousands of yards during his
chance to prove himself. And, short NFL
career and delighted fans for seasons.
Saturday's regular season home finale training camps aren't that opportunity. Too
was perhaps the last chance Knights' fans bad the World League is no longer around.
will have to see English play. Not just during There English could have carried the ball 20
this season, but forever. English is a great or 30 times a game. But, alas no such practice
arena exists. A'1d, Willie English deserves
back, but just wo~'t make it into the NFL.
English has finally gotten on a roll after better than the pinball play of Arenaball.
It's been a pleasure watching Willie Ennagging injuries plagued him through the
first couple·of games. But, will NFL teams glish run over opponents. Hopefully, we'll
take a gamble on UCF' s career rushing get to see English conc!ude his collegiate
leader? No, for several reasons. The first is careerinaplayoffgameortwoathome.And,
English's size. At 5-11, English matches up let's hope an NFL team rolls the draft day
with some NFL backs, but lacks the strength dice on this record breaking running back.
Qntil next week, remember, the sports
and breakaway speed_necessary to make it in
beat
goes on.
the NFL. He's notpo~erful enough to knock

Anthropo.logy, Art, Biology, Economics, Education
tTl
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Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p_.m.
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STUDY ABROAD

n!

Sunday Masses:

The program fee of $1850 includes room, trip to Paris, field trips,
International Student ID card, medical insurance, and London
orientation. It ~oes not include airfare, tuition, food, or personal
expenses.
Choose your three week session from the following dates:
May 6 - May 26
May 27 -June 16
June 17 - July 7
July 8 - July 28
July 29 - August 18

0
u

·1501 Alafaya Trail

The Florida State University London Study Center will have a series of
3 week, 3 credit classes in a wide variety of subjects.

P R 0 G R A M S

FLORENCE• LONDON• COSTA RICA

1-800-3 74-8581
904-644-3272

8 a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
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Ten Trivial Tidbits why Florida St. lost
to Notre Dame:
10. Lou Holtz was related to all the officials.
9. FSU needed fonner AU-American linebacker
Gene McDowell on defense.
8. Touchdown Jesus had $100 on the Irish.
7. Rudy snuck into the Irish defense on the last
play•
6. Steroids, steroids, steroids.
5. Seminoles were overly concerned about Burt
Reynolds' emotional state after breakup with
Loni Anderson.
4. FSU didn't wear their white uniforms.
3. Notre Dame was charged up following John
"My Penis Was Sliced Off' Bobbitt's pre-game
speech.
2. The .'Noles spent too mucJt time watching the
·Al Gore/Ross Perot debate.
1. Found out Notre Dame is Latin for ''Late
Penalty Flags."
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•

MICHELOB &
MICHELOB LIGHT

39

$

SIX-PACK
shACDROCK BeVeRA~e
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO
KINKO'S AND THE UCF CREDIT UNION

823-9370

10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Basketball Managers Needed
The UCF men's team is looking
for managers to help with video,
equipment and other responsibilities during practices and
games. Anyone interested in taking part should call Coach
DeVary at 823-5806.
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Aerobics Sign-In Procedures
You may call 823-3090 after 8
a.m. to reserve a spot in that
day's class. Validated ID and
towel required at check-in.
Nam.es will be called 10 minutes
before class. Unclaimed s~ots
will be given to stand-bys.

WUCF-FM
The 89.9 Sports Department is
looking for writers, reporters and
anchors to work on daily
"Sportsbeat" segments. For more
information call Robert DeVore
at823-2444after2 p.m. Monday
~rough Friday.

Recreational Services Spring Schedule
EVENT
Community Volleyball
Schick Super Hoops
Badminton
Track & Field Meet
Wrestlirig
Softball
Floor Hockey
Tennis Doubles
Racquetball
Sand Volleyball (2 on 2)

DEADLINE
116
1111
1128

217
2114
2117
2121
2125
3/24

417 .

PLAY
1113-3/10
1112-13
1129
218
2115
2128-4122
2/28-4/21
2126
3/25-26

419
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.Despite win, UCF still 12th in poll
FOOTBALL from page 24
here and showed it," said UCF
quarterback Darin Hinshaw .
"We got in gear in the second
quarter. Any time the defense
has a great game it pumps us
up."
UCF's special teams- unit
blocked a punt and gave
Hinshaw the ball on the Bulls'
32-yard line early in the second. quarter. English, Donald
Huzzie and Mike Huff combined for a ground attack that
moved the ball to the one-yard
line .. On fourth down and one
yard to go, head coach Gene
McDowell sent in the field goal
unit, but then reconsidered and

which fell into the hands of
comerback Louis Lubin, who
ran eight yards for the score.
McDowell said he wasn't
surprised by the Bulls opening
drive and admits his team got
lucky.
.
"They had the ball first and
we didn't stop them~" he said.
"Theyhadagood_plan. They're
a lot better team than -people
realize, except for their special
teams. We got lucky early. We
made some big plays defensively to keep us in the game."
The offense took notes and
tacked on seven more points
before the halfon a Hinshaw to
David Rhodes pass.
The Knights regrouped at

which put the game seemingly
out of reach for the Bulls. But
the fire would not die. Before
the end of the third quarter,
Hinshaw threw to tight end
Scott Braun and Rhodes for
two more end zone dances.
UCF settled down a bit in
the fourth. The offense moved
the ball and ate up the clock
whilethedefensekepttheBulls
longing for the cold weatherof
upstateNewYork.Bulls' quarterback Chris Scott was sacked
five times, twice by defensive
end Emil Ekiyor and twice by
defensive end Greg Jefferson.
The defense also had one interception and one fumble recovery. But, the team didn't think

pmH~shawb~k~.A~oppy

hal~timeandcameomofilie

fumble by Huff kept the score
tied.
The defense decided to take
matters into their own hands.
Tar.vares Tate blocked a .punt

locker room fired up. On the
first possession of the half
Hinshaw took his team 63 yards
andintotheendzonewitha20yard pass to David Rhode-s

iliegamewouWbeeasy.
~--------------------~
"We knew what we had to
Nobody knows standardized
tests like we do. Kaplan
do and that it would be a tough
employs the largest research
game," said Jefferson. "This
staff in the test prep
was their last game and they
business-to study, observe,
had nothing to lose."
track, dissect, simulate and
"They came in fired up,"
explain standardized tests.
said English. "They didn't want
Then we teach you
to go out losers."
what we know.
UCF' s special teams looked
extra special, partially due · to
That's what we do.
the not-so-special play of their
That's all we do. And we've
been doing it successfully
Buffalo counterparts. Bulls'
for
over 50 years.
·
place kicke~ Mark Mozrall and
punter Gerald Carlson were
both victims of bad snaps. UCF ..
blocked one field goal and two
punts, one. returned for a TD.
The Knights hope to retain
their magic touch this week on
the road against Louisiana
.Tech, a Division I-A school. A
loss to a I-A team shouldn t
kick UCF out of the playoffs,
but the team doesn't care. They
are-looking at this game as if it
were the playoffs.
"It's do or die every week
now," English said. "We felt
like this game was do or die
because we '-ve already lost two
GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 1-800-KAP-TEST
games."
Is the team worried about ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..

The Sports Network Division I-AA
· Top25
l. Troy St. ·
2. Georgia Southern

9-0-I
8-2
10-I
8-2
8-2
10-0
8-2
10-0
7-3
8-2
8-2

3. Montana
4. Northeast La.
5. McNeese St. .
6. Boston Univ.
7. Youngstown St.
8. Howard Univ.
9. Marshall
10. William & Mary
II.Idaho

Successful
test-takers
like the
test-makers.

8-2

12. UCF

8-3
9-I
9-0
8-2
7-3
7-3
. 7-3
7-3
8-I
7-3
7-3
7-3
7-2

13. Northern Iowa
I4. Southern Univ.
I 5 ..Pennsylvania
I 6. N. Carolina A & T
I 7. Step. F. Austin
.J8. Eastern Kentucky
I 9. Delaware
20. West. Kentucky
21. Princeton
22. East. Washington
23. Alcorn St.
24. Tennessee Tech
25. Towson St.

-

playing an I-A school this
week?
"No,'' English said. "They
put on their pads the same way
we do."

FALL BEDDING SPECIAL
~[f)~©D~~

ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS

~ lf.3fi ©~ ~

MATTRESS.SETS

r-P© ~

CJCG?

· TI60ClMacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL 32826 • 282-7333

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
• Private Clubhouse

•

Breakfast bars
• 2 pools & .sauna
• 25 acres of wooded atmosphere
• Complete fitness center • Generous closet space
• . Sand volleyball court • Window coverings
• Lighted tennis court
• Fully-equipped kitchens
• Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF
• 2 laundry facilities
• Laser bus right to school
• 24-hour emergency maintenance
#
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Directions: From University Blvd ..
turn right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east). turn
left on Alafaya Trail. on the left.

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5
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Twin

$49

each

Full

$55
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SOCCER from page 24
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year. When Bill Barker left last
spring, stepping down from his
position as head coach for both the
men's and women's soccer teams,
it was not going to be a swift and
easy transition. Then Athletic Director Gene McDowell promised
an upgrade for UCF soccer. Now
the women's soccer team has their
own coach, Karen Richter, and
they are playing on anew field out
by the UCF Arena. However, the
price of a new co.ach was a jerky
transition. When the dust cleared,
the Lady Knights were left with a
bad schedule, two players short
and a game of catch up to play,
being both mentally and physically
not ready for the season.
The big questi9n surrounds
growth.Was this season just a sign
of growing pains? A short-term
price for a long-term gain? Having
their own coach is definitely good
for the Lady Knights. The new
field?Ithasgoodgrass,butitneeds
ascoreboard, lights for night games
and some permanent seating.
In terms of the team's success,
that remains to be seen. The players
have talent, but what they need to
do is to come together as a team.
That requires having a steady program with a good coach. They
didn't get that benefit until the beginning of the season.
The Ups and .Downs: The Lady
Knights have shown they can play
soccer but not on a consistent basis.
TheybeataqualityopponentinSt.
Mary's(Calif.) 1-0intheiropener.
They gave then nationally 3rd
ranked Duke a scare, losing 3-2 in
a game that could have gone either
way. But all the road trips began to
·catch up with them. The low point
of the season was the loss to Centenary. That loss was theironly blemish in conference play. The loss
forced a tie in the TAAC with FIU.
After returning home, the team
seemed to put itselftogether. When
the Lady Knights travelled to FIU,
they had their confidence back.
The 2-0 victory was the high point
of UCF' s season, assuring them of
a co-championship in the conference. Moreso, it was proof UCF
could play with one of the best
teams in theregion.FIU was ranked
3rd in the region going into that
game, behind only North Carolina
and Duke.
Who UCF ~: One of the
setbacks Coach Richter and the
Lady Knights faced this year wa~ a
thin roster. At points this season,
there were only three or four subs
on the bench. With a starting lineup with only one freshman, the
Lady Knights had a lot of experience on the field, but they could
have had even more. Two players
were lost before the season began.
Donna Rohr, a three-year veteran
in the midfield, lost part of her
scholarship over the summer and
worked instead ofplaying this year.
Frankie Sandven, who was named
newcomerof the year last season at
defender,didnotregisterforclasses
because of the uncertainty of the

program and was not eligibl€ to
play. Once the season began, there
were key injuries to sophomore
forward Christina Kenney, freshmanforwardMelanieFreemanand
junior midfielder Darcie Varga.
Kenney~andFreeman were injured
at the beginning of the season and
sat out the entire year.
A Goodbye to the Seniors: Three
seniors finished their college soccer careers against FIU. F.ach of
themplayedimportantrolesforthe
team and will be greatly misse:<l.
TiffanySchreinerplayedthreeyears
after transferring from the University of Hartford. Mostly playing
forward, she scored 16 goals and
tallied 11 assistsinthosethreeyears.
In her career she demonstrated a
devastating shot and a hard-working physical presence on the field.
Kerry Musanteplayedallfouryears
here and came on strong in her
senior season, starting all 16 games
and assuming a leadership role in
the midfield. Musante's considerable foot-skills made a big contribution to the transition game. Karen
· Drake, whostahedallfouryearson
defense, will be perhaps the hardest
playerto replace. Herskillsatmarking-back proved invaluable.
Who ·Will Return Next Year:
Next year, the Lady Knights will
enjoy a large and extremely talented senior class. Kelly Kochevar
and Amy Geltz will be counted
upon again to spearhead the UCF
attack. Kochevar, whose brilliance
in goalscoring was exemplified this
year by 17 goals,
return to
create havoc upon opposing <;iefenses. The fiery Geltz, who had 10
goals and six assists this.seas?n at
outside midfielder, will be chargingupanddown the sidelines again.
· Dana Hoover and Darcie Varga
will be called upon to step up and
solidify the midfield. Hooverespe-

will

cially may be one of the keys to the
Lady Knights' success next year if
her size and skills can command
themidfield.StephanieGringerand
Liz Shaw will return to solidify the
back line. Gringer has done an
outstanding job at marking-back
and hers~ makes her an offensive weap6n out ofthe backfield as
well. Shaw is a cool-headed
sweeperwithconsiderablesiz.ewho
will be counted on again to lead the
defense. Perhaps the most valuable
of all the returners will be goalkeeper Heather Brann. Brann has
started in goal three straight years
and h~ earned a reputation as one
of the best goalies in the nation.
Alongside ofthis large and talented senior class will be a solid
supporting cast. SophomoreJenniferO' Connorhas proven herselfas
a playmaker of note, tallying three
goals and eight assists on the year
playing in the midfield and at forward. Kelly Stout, also a sophomore, racked up seven goals and
two assists from the bench as a
substitute forward. Amy Jones
stepped up as the only freshman
starter, displaying tremendous skill
and savvy at defender.
Conclusion: The Lady Knights
finished this year with more losses
than any other team in the history of
UCF women's soccer. An 8-7-1
record isn't going to bring in new
recruits by the boatload. But Richter has done a pretty good job holding this team together, considering
the men's soccer team scattered to
the comers ofthe globe. Right now,
she is still on an interim contract.
Hopefully, she can·be named permanent head coach so the team
doesn't have to go through the trials
of last summer again. With some
stability and better luck with injuries, UCF could be on the road to
North Carolina next year instead of
FIU.

J>BVANEv~s
_Eacery & Sports Pub
7660 Vnivers.iLy Dlvd.
UNIVERSITY & COLDENROD
" COODINCS CENTER 679-6600
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DECEMBER

2 YEA
·ANNIVERSARY
* DEREI< & THE ·sLAMMERS
* CHEAP, CHEAP, CHEAP BEER
* FREE BUFFET 7-9 PM

• Friendly Atmosphere
• Persanal Training
• Computer Fi1ness Testing
• CO-Ed facility
•Free Weir.hts
•Aerobics
•Exercise t:ycles
• Stairclimbers
•Turbo BiJ~es
• Sprint Circuit Training
•Body Building.
•Weight Loss

,---.-FREE----··\
I E1''ROLLMENT WITH
I _ ANY ANNUAL
I PROGRAM w1m THIS
I COUPON STUDENTS

I
I
I
I

l!~~~~~~~~-)

•JuiceBar

•Nursery
•Private Lockers
•Private Showers.
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HOURS
6 AM-11 PM
FRIDAY 6 AM-10 PM
9AM-8 PM
SUNDAY 12 PM -5 PM

6615 E. COLONIAL !).8. • ORLANDO, FL 32807 • 6~'-8000

University
Apartments
Across from UCF-! ·

* Under New Management*
We offer beautiful 1 bedroom·and 2 bedroom, 1
and a half bathroom apartments from $360.
• Walking distance from UCF
• Covered parking
• Laundry faciliates

•Pool
• Central Heat
and air

Ask about our free rent special!
12017 Sloan Drive
Tiffany Schreiner had several shining moments in her final
season with the Lady Knights. (DeHoog/Future)

Orlando, Fl 32826
(407) 273-4097

University
Pasture
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UCF bullies Buffalo, 42-7; eyes berth in I-AA playoffs
Defensive end Greg
Jefferson puts the
clamp on quarterbacks

By JENNY DUNCANSON
Sports Editor
It was the last regular season home
game and there was really only one
thing on everyone's mind- the playoffs. UCF went into the game ranked
12th in The Sports Network Division 1AA poll. They had two regular season
games to go and two losses would mean
a big drop and no post-season play.
But the Golden Knights (8-2) did
what they had to Saturday, rolling over
the University at Buffalo 42-7 in front
of an announced crowd of 7,609 at the
Florida Citrus Bowl.
The Bulls of Buffalo entered the
game with a 1-9 record and nothing to
lose. So, on the first possession of the
game they drove 80 yards in under five
minutes and stole a 7-0 lead. It was a
wake-up call for the Knights.
But the UCF offense- struggled in
the opening quarter. The Knights' first
possession was three and out, and their
second ended with a blocked field goal
attempt. Late in the first quarter UCF
started a drive which finished in the end
zone in t!1~ second quarter with a fouryard Willie English run which tied the
game. The defense put on a spectacular
performance and kept Buffalo away
from the end zone, but the offense's
troubles lingered.
"They were ready and they came out

A criminal justice major,. Knights'
defensive end Greg Jefferson is true to
his studies, on the field as well as in the
classroom. Stalking opposing running
backs like wanted criminals, and relentlessly pursuing quarterbacks as if
esq1ped convicts, Jefferson has led the
defensive line in becoming a nationally
ranked powerhouse against the ~n.
A junior at UCF, Jefferson came
here after being named most outstanding player and all-district at defensive
tackle his senior year at Bartow High
School. He chose UCF due to the location and promising football program.
The warm climate and short distance
from his family convinced Jefferson to
become a Knight.
After two impressive seasons at defensive end, in wh_ich he registered more
than one sack against rivals Liberty and
Bethune-Cookman, Jefferson declared
his place on one of the more f~ared lines
in Division I-AA.
·He took it upon himself to imprison
the Western Illinois' offense at this
. year's Homecoming game with a ca- ·

•
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JEFFERSON continued page 19

Lady Knights' soccer team finishes
disappointi.ng 1993 season, 8-7-1
The UCF women's soccer team ende.d its
season at home on Nov. 7 with a loss to
Floridalntemational, 2-1. With the will, FIU
advanced to the NCAA tournament in North
Carolina. Meanwhile, the Lady Knights
staye.d home, their season over.
A disappointing season? Yes. Their 8-71marlcwon'teamaplaceofhonorin UCF's
proud soccer tradition. The Lady Knights

•

By SEAN PERRY
Contributing Repmter

FOOTBALL continued page 22

By ANDREW VARNON
Contributing Reporter

•

were not ranke.d nationally at any point this
season, something they've always had the
luxury of taking for granted. Sitting home
and watching some other team from Florida
waltz off to North Carolina with their
Cinderella dreams of soccer greatness will
not be easy and the -little trophy for cochampioning the Trans America Athletic
Conference will not make it any easier.
The Lady Knights took the short-term
price of the coaching change on the chin this
SOCCER continued page 23

VOLLEYBALL @ University of South Florida, Nov. 10
UCF lost to USF 11-15, 8-15, 15-6, 15-10, 13-15
The Knights wrapped up their regular season with a loss
to South Florida. Despite rallying from two games down
the Knights fell just short. This five game match left the
·Knights with an impressive record of30-6. However, the
Knights were highly effective when the match laste.d four
games or less. This last loss gave the Knights a record of
1-3 in five-game matches.

VOLLEYBALL Trans America Athletic Conference
Tournament_at UCF Arena, Nov. 12-13
UCF def. Georgia State 15-10, 15-1, 15-8
UCF def. S.E. Louisiana 15-10, 15-5, 15-9
UCF def. S.E. Louisiana 15-4, 15-5, 15-12 (Championship game)

Final team standings:
1. UCF
2. Southeastern
Louisiana
.
3. College of Charleston
4. Geo~gia State
The Knights barreled their way through the TAAC tourney without surrendering even a single game. Led by Emily Bridson, Miriam Metzcus, and Amy
Gendreau the Knights captured the TAAC crown. Bridson, Metzcus and
Emily Queisse.r were named to the All-Tournament team. The Lady Knights
were defending champions.

:MEN'S SO~CER vs. Rollins College Nov. I 0
Final: Rollins 2, UCF I
UCF goals: Marin @ 68:00 unassiste.d
UCF in the net: Menard 2 goals against, 6 Saves
UCF record: 4-11-1
The men's soccer team rounded out their season with a
loss to Rollins College at University High School. This
was a very physical game as referees handed out eight
yellow cards. Didier Menard ends his career at UCF.

•
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THURSDAY
Men's Basketball vs. Gainesville AAU
(Exhibition) 7:30 p.m.

Football

@

SATURDAY
Louisiana Tech 7 p.m.

Compiled by SCOTT GINCHEREAU
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